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8World around us is not stationary but highly dynami. In natural habitats, animals reat to movingobjets or subjets, e.g. to members of the same soial group, sexual mates, preys and predators.Similarly, human world is full of dynami hanges; from a long past history humans were huntingthe prey, ghting, or more reently playing ball games, driving ars and ying in the airspae. Ina gurative sense it is possible to desribe human ativities as a dynami athing of everydayresponsibilities or a dynami interation with other beings and things in ontinuously hangingsoial network. For suessful survival in suh ompliated environments, animals and humansmust be equipped with individual suitable adaptation mehanisms whih had been reated duringevolution. It is important for many speies to pereive eiently stimuli from the environmenton one side and to proess the pereived information adequately on the other side. Cognitivemehanisms proessing inoming sensory inputs in dynami environments ompute and ode fornot only spatial relations, but also spatiotemporal hanges.Despite intense researh into the spatial behavior and plae navigation, most of experiments donein animal speies and humans exploited stable world onditions. In general, we an ask if livingorganisms pereive and proess stable and dynami world in the same manner. We an also searhfor dierenes of navigational strategies employed in either dynami or stable worlds. Moreover,yet unanswered question is, whih variables are proessed during eient navigation in the movingworld. Whih brain strutures are important for neural proessing of the stable or moving world?Are these brain strutures dierent or do they overlap? Contemporary and past literature dediatedto behavior with respet to moving goals shows that a wide variety of experiments in dynami (i.e.moving) environments was performed in various animal speies and humans. However, only afew of them used rats as a model speies. Nevertheless, rats are extremely useful model animalsfor studying relationships between partiular behaviors and responsible brain strutures. Otherneurophysiologial approahes and their potential in prelinial and translational researh shouldalso be taken into aount.The present thesis onsists of several studies engaged on ognitive abilities of rats exposed to
9various types of dynami and mobile environments.The rst study (Blahna K, Svoboda J, Telensky P, Klement D: Inertial stimuli generated by arenarotation are important for aquisition of the ative plae avoidane task, 2010; Behav Brain Res)shows the ruial role of the presene of inertial stimuli in rat's spatial learning. Partiipationof authors: Karel Blahna - oneiving main idea and design of main part of experiment, dataanalysis, writing the artile, administration of the nal experiment. Daniel Klement  o-partner inoneiving main idea and design of main part of experiment, data analysis, writing the artile. JanSvoboda - development of the previous important pilot experiments, administration and analysis ofprenal experiments. Petr Telensky- partiipation on development of the experiment, partiipationon writing the artile.In the seond study (Telensky P, Svoboda J, Pastalkova E, Blahna K, Bures J, Stuhlik A: Enemyavoidane task: a novel behavioral paradigm for assessing spatial avoidane of a moving subjet,2009, Journal of Neurosiene Methods) we designed a new behavioral task for testing navigationabilities of rat with respet to another moving subjet. Partiipation of authors: Petr Telensky- oneiving main idea, design of main part of experiment, data analysis, writing the programsfor traking the animal, writing the artile. Jan Svoboda - design of main part of experiment,data analysis, writing tha artile. Eva Pastalkova - together with Dr. Jan Bures administration ofprevious pilot experiments. Karel Blahna - partiipation on development of the experiment, ad-ministration of behavioral experiments, partiipation on writing the artile. Jan Bures  initiationof the original idea of moving referene frames. Ales Stuhlik - oordinating the study and writingthe publiation.Third study (Telensky P, Svoboda J, Blahna K, Bures J, Kubik S and Stuhlik A: Funtionalinativation of the rat hippoampus disrupts avoidane of a moving objet, the paper is urrentlyunder review in the Proeedings of National Aademy of Sienes of the USA) shows that rathippoampus is neessary for exible spatial behaviors during navigation with respet to movingvisible goal (a programmable robot), and that hippoampus is not neessary for estimation of
10distane to a stable visible goal. Partiipation of authors: Petr Telensky - design main part ofthe experiment, writing the programs for traking the animal, administration of the experimentand partiipation on operations of the animal. Jan Svoboda - design of main part of experiment,overall analysis, partiipation on operations of the animals, Karel Blahna - partiipation on reatingdesign of experiment, administration experiment and operation of animals. Jan Bures - oneivingto main idea, partiipation on writing the artile. Stepan Kubik, Ales Stuhlik - partiipation onwriting the artile, sienti leadership.Forth study was written by Daniel Klement and Karel Blahna (How an rat navigate toward themoving target?) This study was already presented in several foreign onferenes and is urrentlyunder review in the Journal of Experimental Biology. Authors desribe fundamental behavioralstrategies of rats navigating toward the moving target in this study. The authors rst desribedsome hypothetial variables whih might be important for sensation of the moving target by the rat.The authors also showed ritial time lateny 200 ms in whih animals reat to these parameters.Both authors had equal partiipation on designing, administration and analysis of the experimentand also writing the manusript. Seleted problems of intereption of moving targets by rats andother animals were also published by the authors Karel Blahna and Daniel Klement in this artile:Algoritmy navigae na pohyblivé íle: Aneb od Mouhy ke Shizophrenii.Psyhiatrie, (2008,Suppl. p 15-19).Fifth work was published in 2008 (Svoboda J, Telensky P, Blahna K, Zah P, Bures J and StuhlikA: Lesion of posterior parietal ortex in rats does not disrupt plae avoidane based on eitherdistal or proximal orienting ues. Neurosi Lett (2008). Here the authors evaluated the role of theposterior parietal ortex in environment whih was dissoiated into the two independent refereneframes, dened by either proximal or distal ues. The authors have been showed that posteriorparietal ortex does not play any important role for navigation in this type of dynami environment.Jan Svoboda, Petr Telensky, Karel Blahna  performing the experiments, o-initiation of the mainidea, data analysis. Petr Zah  histologial evaluation of lesion. Jan Bures and Ales Stuhlik,
11oordination of study, writing, sienti supervision.Sixth work overs a minireview, in whih the authors Daniel Klement, Karel Blahna and TerezaNekovarova summarized seleted experiments done in the Department of Neurophysiology of Mem-ory at the Institute of Physiology AS CR, v.v.i. This minireview in part omplements the intro-dution of this thesis. All authors ontributed equally to this work. All papers and manusriptsrelated to this thesis are enlosed after the main text and listed in the referenes (together withimpat fators).
Chapter 1
Compendium of the spatial behavior
1.1 Behavioral aspets of navigational proessesNavigation itself ould be dened as a proess of determining and maintaining a ourse or traje-tory from one plae to another (Gallistel 1990). Various animal speies must orient and navigatein dierent types of environments. In spite of the fat that dierent animal speies are equippedwith their own sets of pereption abilities, they share some ommon types of navigational strate-gies. When an animal navigates, it an pereive prominent navigation ues in the environment andit an use them by dierent ways. Animal an remember that a prominent landmark is situatedin the goal plae, and in this ase, it is suient to navigate toward a landmark (O'Keefe andNadel 1978, Gallistel 1990). When a goal position is loated in the environment with larger setof ues, animal an extrapolate goal loation from their mutual spatial relationships (originallyfrom Tolman, 1948). Another alternative approah to navigation is remembering set of onseutivemotor ations, e.g. when the animal is already navigating from the same xed starting position(Carr and Watson, 1908).On this basis, O'Keefe and Nadel (1978) dened two basi navigational strategies: First, route-following navigation is haraterized by usage of landmarks as beaons when navigating toward12
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 13or away from them. In the seond strategy, alled mapping navigation (or ognitive mapping),animals use a set of landmarks as a whole for omputing a path (Tolman 1948, O'Keefe andNadel 1978, Gallistel 1990). Beside this division, dierent lassiations of navigation were alsoproposed. These lassiations were derived from the nature of stimuli that animals use for naviga-tion (Gallistel 1990, Bures et al.1997a, Etienne 2003) or on the way, how animals respond to thesestimuli in their natural environments or in laboratory onditions (Jeery, 2003). Stimuli, whihare generated during ative animal´s movement through the environment, are alled self-motionstimuli. However, motion stimuli an also be generated from a passive movement of the animal,suh as rotating it on a irular platform. Navigation based on these stimuli is alled idiothetinavigation. When animals use external ues, it is alled allotheti navigation.1.1.1 Taxis and Route-following navigationTaxis is a primitive form of navigation, whih is dependent on a presene of some stimulus orontinuously inreasing unimodal sensory (e.g. olfatory) gradient. Animals learn simply to followor avoid some stable or moving stimulus in the environment. More frequently, animals an followa set of sensory ues and respond to eah of them by the appropriate behavior. This behavior isbased on an instrution or a list of instrutions whih is/are bound to disrete soure of spatialinformation and is alled route-following navigation (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Based on haraterof the instrution, it is possible to divide this strategy into two types of behavior: First type,guidane instrution, tells to the subjet: Follow, approah or avoid some objet. Seond type,orientation instrution, instruts the subjet: exeute a spei behavior, when a spei ue ispresented(see to examples in Table 1.1, and Figure 1.1.1 )(O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978, Gallistel1990, Jeery 2003). In the route-following navigation, animals do not expliitly pereive spatialrelationships of the whole environment, but they ould pereive only its partiular fragmentswhih are bound with spei ues or ther set. This strategy is advantageous mostly in a familiarenvironment, but is not exible, when some unexpeted event ourred or when the animal was in
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 14Guidane instrution Orientation instrutionalloentri egoentri alloentri egoentriGo toward (or inopposite) side ofthe environmentwith a tree on themounteen. Walk along a riveruntil meet a treeand than turn left. Go toward a hilland when you see alake in the valleyturn on a right sideand ontinue wolkon the diretiontoward towersituated on thehill. 
Go toward a treeon the hill andafter going 100 mturn right and go10 m in advane.
Table 1.1: Examples of route-following navigation. Adapted from Jeery et al. (2003)a new environment (O'Keefe and Nadel 1978, Jeery 2003).1.1.2 Mapping (loale) navigationEdward Chase Tolman (1948) rst proposed a ontroversial idea that possession of a omplexognitive map allowed an animal to orretly hoose a new route when subjeted to a new envi-ronment (see also Jeery 2003; Thinus-Blan, 1988). The onept of ognitive map postulated byTolman orresponds roughly to the so-alled topographial map (Baker, 1984), where animals usenavigation arrays of familiar ues in a proess alled pilotage (Bingman 1998). As mentionedabove, O'Keefe and Nadel (1978) divided navigation into a taxon system, whih involves followingof a sequene of landmarks along a route, and loale system based on onstrution of mental rep-resentation of spatial relationships between the landmarks (O'Keefe and Nadel 1978). Aordingto their point of view, mapping navigation is not stritly dependent on a single ue, but rather in-volves omputation of loations of the goal plae from the onguration of the whole set or arrayof ues in the environment. When a ue is removed, the animal is still able to nd a goal. Mappingnavigation is very exible; it is not disrupted when some part of the environment is hanged, orwhen an obstrution or obstale in the path is present (Gould 1986, Menzel et al. 1998, Wehnerand Srinivasan 1981, Tolman 1948, Zandor and Poli 1970, Granon and Pouet 1995, Matthews
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 15and Best 1997).1.1.3 Idiotheti (egoentri) navigationDuring navigation, animals move atively or they an be transported passively. The movementgenerates pereptible hanges in proprioeptors, tatile reeptors and statokineti inputs from avestibular system (Gallistel 1990). Other types of information may be proessed as e.g. opti owfrom the visual system or so-alled eerent opies of motor ommands. These sensations resultin detetion of linear or angular hanges of position of the body or its parts in the environment.Partiular sensory signals are remembered and together with eerent opies from movement, theyonstitute a basis for navigation in the environment, whih independent of external soures ofinformation (Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt 1980, Etienne 1988, Gallistel 1990, Jeery 2003).A proess, in whih atual and remembered piees of information from pereption and motoreerent opies are integrated and stored, is alled path integration (PI) (also known as dead-rekoning behavior) (Etienne and Jeery,2004). Previously, some authors used a term analogousto path integration, inertial navigation model (Darwin 1873, Barlow 1964, Mittelsteadt 1983).Presupposed relationships between sensory inputs (based mainly on inertial inputs as vestibularinformation or information from proprioeptors and tatile reeptors) and motor outputs allow ananimal to maintain an internal ognitive map about its positions in environment (Taube, 2007).Reently, Wallae et al. (2008) have proposed frationating PI into a ompass system, whih isinvolved in deriving diretional information, and odometer system, whih is involved in estimatingdistanes from self-motion ues. In the next setion 2.0.6, the role of the so-alled inertial inputswill be disussed in relation to one of the remarkable forms of path integration, the dead rekoning(or homing behavior).Other types of idiotheti navigation were also desribed beside path integration. Praxis navigationis a simple form of navigation, where animals or humans learn onsequently an ordered set ofproprioeptively-guided automati responses (Carr and Watson, 1908).
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Figure 1.1.1: Sheme of seleted navigational strategies. 1: Subjet uses egoentri strategy withoutorienting ues in the environment. 2: ERF strategy: subjet approahes the goal plae along asensory gradient. 3: ERF, Taxis - subjet approahes the goal marked by a salient ue. 4: ERFstrategy: Subjet goes from one ue to another. 5: ARF + ERF strategy: Subjet navigates towarda row of ues (ARF) and then ontinues along a row of ues and then turns right (ERF). 6: ERFstrategy: Subjet use a proximal ue for estimating goal position, whih is situated at some distanefrom the ue. 7: ARF strategy: Subjet responds to the distal ue by going to opposite side thanthe ue. 8: Combination of ARF and ERF. Subjet navigates 100m towards a distal ue and thenturns right. When the subjet approahes the proximal ue, it exeutes a small turn toward thegoal loation. 9: Alloentri strategy: Subjet estimates position of the goal loation from mutualonguration of ues inside environment. ERF - egoentri route following, ARF - alloentriroute following. Inspired by Jeery (2003) and Klement (2005)
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 171.1.4 Allotheti (alloentri) navigationAllotheti navigation is a form of navigation, in whih animals use external ues for searhingloation of goals in the environment. Based on the way of stimuli proessing, it is possible todivide allotheti navigation in several subtypes, whih were in part desribed in the Table 1.1 andFig 1.1.1).Taxis direted toward a distal landmark is the simplest form of allotheti navigation.2) Route navigation in the environment with distal landmarks uses instrutions to ontrol of thebody movement with respet to distal landmarks (a ompass strategy). Animals an operate witha set of familiar distal landmarks inside 3) a known area (or so-alled fragment), or they an 4)move between two known areas through an unknown area by using a knowledge about landmarksfrom both familiar areas. Proessing of allotheti information is related to other types of spatialbehavior desribed later in this thesis (Jeery et al., 2003, Gallistel 1990).Sene reognitionSene reognition is a system for reognizing familiar plaes in the landsape. In insets, thissystem was haraterized as a snapshot or a view-mathing system (Cartwright and Collett1982). Insets like bees store a viewpoint-dependent representation like partiular snapshots fromsurrounding environment. Insets do not obviously onstrut Cartesian map of spae but tendto move so to nd a learned view-points from the familiar environment (Cartwright and Collett1982; Collett and Cartwright 1983). This behavior has been also desribed in rodents (Buresovaet al. 1985, Klement and Bures 2000). Hamsters naturally explore objets presented in newongurations, but suh detetion is altered when the animal enters the environment from novelvantage points (Thinus-Blan et al., 1991). Sene reognition is useful in most familiar environ-ments but it fails when some hanges with onguration of distal landmarks ourred. Next partof the introdution2.0.6will also overview data showing the ooperation between sene reognitionbehavior and idiotheti information.
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 18ReorientationThe navigation is sometimes interrupted by impingements from the environment and a new proessof navigation must be ativated. Suh reorientation is a exible proess, involving the systems ofpath integration and sene reognition, whih restores the representation of the spatial relationshipbetween the animal and its environment when the path integration is fully disrupted (Jeery 2003).Cheng and Gallistel (1984) proposed that reorientation in rats is based mainly on geometrial shapeof the environment and not on the partiular salient ues, but reently, some experiments haveraised doubts on using a purely geometri module in rat navigation and rather supported so-alledview-based model (Cheng 2005).1.2 Overview of seleted neural systems representing spatialnavigationThis setion will present seleted brain strutures related to proessing of spatial information. Asshown previously, spatial information is represented by external landmarks and information fromvestibular, proprioeptive and tatile reeptors and eerent opies of motor ommands. This se-tion will rst fous on proessing of spatial information ontrolled by external ues. Subsequently,more speialized setions of the thesis will also show engagement of brain strutures in proessingof other types of information.1.2.1 System of hippoampal plae ellsHippoampus is known as a struture involved in proessing of spatial information espeiallyrelated to loations as well as episodi form of delarative memory (Soville and Milner 1957,Squire and Cohen 1984). This was rst shown in the well-known ase report of amnesti patientH.M., who underwent bilateral lesion to the medial temporal lobe inluding hippoampus for
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 19intratable epilepsy. After surgery, his memory and spatial abilities were strongly altered (Milneret al. 1998 for a review). O'Keefe and Dostrovsky (1971) rst desribed that ring propertiesof hippoampal pyramidal ells, so-alled plae ells, orrelate with atual loation of an animalin the experimental environment. Subsequently, other pyramidal ells with spei harateristisof their ring patterns were demonstrated. These inlude border ells (Solstad et al. 2008) ormisplae ells (O'Keefe 1976; Fyhn et al. 2004), whih represent examples of neurons whose ringativity has a subtle but tight relation to the environmental features. Moreover, all these andother ells may ontribute to the reation of neural representation or the map. Hippoampus isfuntionally and anatomially interonneted with many ortial and subortial regions of thebrain. The main ortial input that is interonneted with the hippoampus is entorhinal ortex,whih provides main prinipal aerentation to the hippoampus (Ramón y Cajal 1893).Anatomy of the hippoampusHippoampus is a bilateral brain struture situated under the neoortex in rats and deep insidethe temporal lobe in humans (see Fig. 1.2.1). Hippoampus is developmentally older three-layeredarhiortex. Hippoampus proper onsists of subelds of ells known as the Cornu Ammonisand the dentate gyrus. The Cornu Ammonis is subdivided into CA1, CA2 and CA3 subelds.Generally, rat hippoampus is divided into the ventral and dorsal part. Dorsal part is moreengaged in proessing of spatial information and learning and memory phenomena (Pothuizen etal. 2004) while ventral part is more employed in proesses of emotion and behavioral inhibition(Segal et al. 2010).In the transversal plane, prinipal hippoampal neurons are organized into so-alled trisynaptiiruit (see Fig1.2.1). Neurons from layer II of the entorhinal ortex projet via the perforantpath to dentate gyrus and CA3 elds. Neurons in layer III of the entorhinal ortex projet tothe CA1 eld of the hippoampus and to the subiulum via perforant and alvear pathways. Thegranule ells in dentate gyrus send their axons (mossy bers) to the proximal dendrites of the
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Figure 1.2.1: A: Comparison of the human and rat hippoampal region (Soure: left - adapted ofBurgess et al., 1999; middle - adapted from soure: http://www.ul.a.uk/jeerylab/researh; right:adapted from soure: http://synapses.lm.utexas.edu/anatomy/hippo/hippo.stm). B: Trisynaptiiruit. Left - human trisynapti iruit was rst desribed by Ramón y Cajal (original drawingfrom his book from 1911). Right: Sketh of the trisynapti iruit in the rat hippoampus (soure:http://www.ul.a.uk/jeerylab/researh). Lower: Sheme of the trisynapti iruit (adapted fromThe Hippoampus Book, 2007). EC - entrorhinal ortex, DG - dentate gyrus, Para - parasubiulum,Pre - presubiulum, Sub - subiulum. CA1-3 subelds of the ornu ammonis. Additional pitureswere adapted from: http://synapses.lm.utexas.edu/anatomy/hippo/hippo.stm
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ture Authorsdentate gyrus Jung et al. 1994subiulum Sharp and Green 1994parasubiulum Taube 1995presubiulum Sharp 1997superial and deep layersof the entorhinal ortex Quirk et al. 1992, Frank etal. 2000Table 1.2: Strutures ontaining plae ellsCA3-pyramidal ells. The CA3-pyramidal ells projet to CA1-neurons via Shaer ollaterals.The CA1-pyramidal neurons projet to the deep layers of the entorhinal ortex either diretly orthrough the subiulum. The deep layers of entorhinal ortex, in turn, projet to many ortial areasthat originally projeted to the entorhinal ortex. Therefore the information entering hippoampusvia the entorhinal ortex traverses along the hippoampal iruit and returns bak to the ortialareas where it originated. Most of the entorhinal input to hippoampus omes from the postrhinaland perirhinal orties. The rhinal orties reeive input from all sensory modalities and frommultimodal assoiation areas and the hippoampus obtain multimodal and highly pre-proessedinformation from neoortex in this way. From a simplied point of view, the hippoampal outputsare going through the entorhinal ortex and through the subiulum into subortial regions (derivedfrom Andersen et al. 2007, the Hippoampus Book, p. 108).Plae-spei ativity of hippoampal neuronsO'Keefe and Dostrovsky disovered hippoampal neurons with subtle spatial speiity of theirring ativity with respet to experimental environment (O'Keefe and Dostrovski 1971). Thesepyramidal neurons, alled plae ells were anatomially situated in CA1 and CA3 regions ofthe hippoampus (O'Keefe 1979). In onseutive studies, other subregions of the hippoampalformation ontaining plae ells were disovered too ( See Tab. 1.2).Spetrum of plae ell ring ativity is hanging during movement in spae. When animal's headis loated on a spei area, some plae ell an inrease its ring ativity in a spei area, whih
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alled ring eld (See Fig. 1.2.2) (O'Keefe and Nadel,1978). In the lassial open eld arena, thespeiity of ring elds is independent on diretions by whih animals approah them. However,when animal moves on a linear trak, plae ells are spei only in some diretion of run. Thisphenomenon was shown in the linear maze (O'Keefe and Ree 1993) and in the radial-arm maze(MNaughton et al., 1983, O'Keefe and Ree, 1993). Frequeny spetrum of the ring ativitygradually inreases from the periphery to the enter of the ring eld, but ativity of one plaeell is in general a highly variable phenomenon.Plae ells are ontrolled mostly by visual information from external landmarks, but this rule doesnot need to be absolute. When a salient external landmark is manipulated; e.g. by its rotation,plae ell or ensemble of plae ells usually rotated aordingly. Interestingly, when the same uewas removed, this failed to have any inuene on the plae ell ativity (Fenton et al. 2000, a,b).This phenomenon traditionally pointed to the fat that information ontent of plae ells is relatedto the spae as a whole rather than to partiular fragments of the spae.Representation of one environment by the plae ells is built up during rst minutes of exposureand exploration (Frank et al. 2004). Firing properties of plae ells and their plae speiity aredierent when animal is exposed to more than one environment, but this speiity beomes stablein eah of the environments. Proess, in whih one ensemble of plae ells (whih is representing oneenvironment) is swithed (e.g. by means of translation of animal into another environment) intoanother ensemble of plae ells, is alled remapping. Eah ensemble should be realled again whenanimal entered environment one represented by one ensemble. Storing of suh spatial informationan last from hours to months (Muller et al. 1987, Thompson and Best 1990). Ensembles of plaeells whih represented in one environment behaved like a system with a high degree of plastiity.When one part of the environment was removed, it had no eet on plae ell's representation ofthe environment. Ensemble of plae ells aepted hanges and still represented environment asa whole. Suh apability of retrieving an entire representation from an inomplete input is alledpattern ompletion. Generally, some authors attributed these properties to the massive reurrent
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Figure 1.2.2: Right: Firing ativity of a hippoampal plae ell. Plae-spei ativity is plot-ted in red olor. Left: Firing ativity of a typial grid ell from the entorhinal ortex. Soure:http://www.ul.a.uk/jeerylab/researhollaterals in the CA3 and this led to hypothesis that hippoampus works as an autoassoiativememory network (Marr 1971, MNaughton and Morris 1987, MNaughton and Nadel 1990, Trevesand Rolls 1992, MClelland et al. 1995).Plae ells and salient distal and proximal landmarksOne of many questions of this thesis is about a dierene between representation of distal andproximal landmarks, whih are stable or moving. Despite the fat that several studies fousedon landmark representation in spae, most of the work targeted the visual brain areas. Thereare indeed many unanswered questions about the importane of the hippoampus for landmarkrepresentation. In this subsetion I will mention some experiments, fousing on the plae ells´representation of salient distal and proximal landmarks.Distal landmarks and ring of the plae ells O'Keefe and Nadel's ognitive map theorypresupposed that distal landmarks are important for setting up the route, but not as suitablefor speifying a preise loation. This is beause during an animal's movement relations betweenlandmarks do not hange muh (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). That is why distal landmarks are
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 24more suitable for overall navigation but loal ues from apparatus and self-motion informationare important for the more preise tuning of navigation. As mentioned above, when partiulardistal landmarks are removed, no hange of the ring ativity of most of the plae ells is observed(O'Keefe and Conway, 1978; Muller and Kubie, 1987). Similar phenomenon was shown by thestudies of Fenton et. al (2000 a,b) where majority of the plae ells were assoiated to two salientue ards inside a ylindrial arena. When one of the distal ues was removed and the remainingdistal ue beame rotated, a whole ensemble of plae ells was still ontrolled by the remainingue. This has shown an independent ontrol by eah ard of eah of a partiular plae eld. Wemay ask if every plae ell from a whole ensemble was bound at equal level or if plae ells situatednear the landmark displayed stronger ontrol than plae ell whih was situated further away. Thework of Fenton et al. (2000 a,b) answered this question unambiguously. When the angle betweenards was hanged, it inuened loations of plae elds aording to rotation of the displaedard. Firing elds of plae ells whih were loser to the ard have been more aeted than ringelds whih were far away. Inherene of a partiular landmarks or objets ould be reeted bythe inrease ativity of some pyramidal ells in the hippoampus. This type of neurons is so-alledmisplae ells. These ells are unique beause reet hanges in the environment when a landmarkor an objet disappeared (O'Keefe 1976; Fyhn 2004).Proximal landmarks and plae ell ativity Although distal landmarks an have funda-mental inuene on the ring ativity of plae ells, loal and self-motion ues an also inuenemap-like ring ativity of the plae ell network in some ases. It was shown by reording plae ellsfrom blindfolded and deafened animals (Hill and Best, 1981; Save et al.,1998). These experimentsshowed that plae ell ativity are spei with respet to the idiotheti frame of referene; theplae ell ativity was bound to the shape of experimental set-up. Moreover, the study by Hill andBest (1981) showed that when rats were rapidly rotated together with the experimental arena for20-30s with respet to distal ues inside the room, most of the plae ells stayed ontrolled by loal
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ues of the apparatus, while remaining plae ells maintained their spatial seletivity with respetto the distal ues. This result pointed to the onsiderable link between pereption of stimuli fromrotating arena and plae ell information. Other studies also demonstrated that proximal ues anaet the ring ativity of plae ells. The study of Gothard et al. (1996) examined the ativity ofplae ells in rats running on the linear trak between two plaes. The rst plae was a xed site,while the seond plae was a movable box. Some of the plae ells, as expeted, speially rednear the box with a xed position, while other plae ells red in relative position to moved box.These data suggested that although map alignment an be ontrolled by landmarks, hippoampalneurons do not expliitly represent objets or events, and the proximal landmark on its own wasnot able to ontrol plae ell ativity. However, under some irumstanes, manipulation withdistal vs. proximal ues revealed higher sensitivity or preferene of plae ell with respet to theproximal ues (Gothard et al. 1996).1.2.2 Grid ellsThese ells were disovered in the entorhinal ortex by Hafting et al. (2005). The entorhinal ortexreeives signal from the head diretion ells via presubiulum. It an therefore ompare signal fromheading of animal with signal about of metri of spae represented by grid ells. These ells areharaterized by grid-like spei ring ativity in the environment (see Fig. 1.2.2). One funtionof the grid ells seems to be onveying information about distanes in spei diretions. Theseells maybe do not form the map of a given environment, but provide the Eulidean distane anddiretion metri postulated by the ognitive map theory of hippoampal funtion(O'Keefe andNadel 1978, Burgess et al. 2007). It was proposed that mutual interation between grid ells, plaeells and head diretion system is fundamental for ognitive mapping (MNaughton et al. 2006).
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 261.2.3 Head diretion systemCharateristis Head diretion system is a system involved in proessing of information forspatial diretions (Taube et al. 1990, a,b). This system ontains so-alled head diretion ellswhih are loated diusely in various limbi areas (Taube 2007). Firing ativity of these neurons isspei for heading diretional information in the spae and is independent of atual loation of therat in the environment. Head diretion system is also anatomially and funtionally interonnetedwith the vestibular system and also with the hippoampal plae ell and entorhinal grid-ell systems(Taube 2007).This system for internal ompass is represented by diusely spread neurons with spei tuningfor heading diretions, so-alled head diretion ells. Head diretion ells are neurons whose ringrate inreases abruptly when animal's head is pointing to a partiular diretion (Taube 1990, a,b).Diretion-spei ring ativity might be plotted in x,y oordinates (Taube, 2007) or polar plot(Knierim et. al, 1995) (see Fig.1.2.3). Firing of neuron is spei for one diretion in average dire-tional range between 60 °~150°, in average value ~90° aross neuron (Taube 2007). Firing ativityof head diretion neurons seems independent on the position of the animal in the environment andneither pith or roll of the head within range ~90° of the horizontal plane . This ativity is alsoindependent of moving ativity or atual behavior (Taube 2007).Head diretion ells were originally disovered by Rank (1984) in the dorsal portion of the ratpresubiulum (or also-alled postsubiulum), but later were identied also in other limbi andextralimbi brain areas. These areas inlude anterior dorsal thalami nuleus (Taube 1995), lateralmammillary nulei (Stakman and Taube 1998), retrosplenial ortex (Chen et al.,1994), entorhinalortex (Sargolini et al. 2006) and other non-Papez limbi strutures, inluding lateral dorsalthalamus (Mizumori and Wiliams 1993), dorsal striatum (Wiener 1993), and medial preentralortex (Mizumori et al. 2005), (for omprehensive review see Taube 2007). Head diretion system isstrongly oupled with vestibular system (Stakman and Taube 1997), system of hippoampal plaeells, entorhinal grid ells (Caballero-Bleda and Witter 1993), and also with motor/proprioeptive
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 27system (e.g. Taube and Burton 1995). Eah of the above-mentioned strutures ontains a dierentportion of head diretion ells and all of these strutures ompose a omplex network whoseinformation ow through the postsubiulum and entorhinal ortex into the hippoampus, whereboth diretional and loale systems are proessed together (see Fig1.2.5 ).Some authors suppose that head diretion neurons are organized in virtual irle or ontinuous one-dimensional attrator network (Skaggs et al. 1995, Redish et al. 1996, Zhang 1996). This model,whih was primary developed in omputational modeling of ativity of head diretion system,presupposes interation between interonneted neurons. Neurons with similar preferred diretionexite reurrently and neurons with dierent preferred diretion are inhibited and gradient of thisativity omposes hills or valleys whih are hanging aording to atual heading diretion ofthe animal (Taube 2007).Head diretion ells and distal vs. proximal landmarks Ativity of head diretion ellsresponds to visual distal landmarks. This is a well-known fat, onrmed by studies, in whihmanipulation of a salient ue, e.g. by its rotation, aused similar shift of head diretion neurons(see also Fig.1.2.3, C) (Taube et al. 1990b). It is important to speify the harater of themanipulation with a ue, whih ontrols the head diretion ells. In the rst ase when headdiretion neurons were learly ontrolled by the ue manipulation, animals were taken away fromthe arena and disoriented while the ue on the arena was manipulated. Later, animals werereturned to the arena. In another ase when some ue was manipulated with animal on the arena,only salient ues were able to ontrol the preferred diretion of head diretion ells, but at theost of dereased auray (Taube et. al 1990b, Taube 2007). There also exists some similaritybetween experiments foused on the system of plae ells and head diretion ells; both withrespet to salient landmarks. When some salient familiar landmark was removed, it did not haveany inuene on the ativity of head diretion ells (Taube et al. 1990b, Goodridge et al. 1998).Moreover, it also has been shown that salient proximal landmarks did not ontrol the ativity of
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A B. C.Figure 1.2.3: A: Firing rate vs. head diretion plot depiting various parameters used toharaterize the ring properties of head diretion ells - adapted from Taube (2007), Soure:http://www.sholarpedia.org/artile/Head_diretion_ells. B: Polar plot of ring ativity of ahead diretion ell. Adapted from Knierim et al., 1995 C: Responses of head diretion ell fromanterior dorsal thalamus following the 180°rotation.head diretion neurons ompared to bakground salient landmarks (Zugaro et al. 2001a).Multiple unit reordings have shown that head diretion ells behave like an ensemble (or pop-ulation) of neurons (Redish and Elga 1995). When one ue (from one spei diretion) wasmanipulated, experimenters observed not only shift of a spei neuron with respet to a newposition of the ue, but also shift of other ells in the ensemble. This interesting result pointed toidea that one salient ue is registered by whole ensemble of neurons (Taube 1990b). On this plaeit is worth to notie that the balane between the allotheti vs. idiotheti soures of informationis provided to head diretion system. Visual ue ontrol of head diretion system is not absolute.In some situations, e.g. when visual ues are brought into onit with vestibular inputs, mostof the head diretion neurons tend to "utilize preferentially" the idiotheti soure of information(Knierim 1998).1.2.4 Posterior parietal ortexParietal ortex of the rat is dened as a posterior part of the ortex situated between the so-matosensory and oipital parts of the ortex (Krieg 1946; Palomero-Gallagher & Zilles, 2004).Generally, this part of the brain seems to be involved in integration of multimodal sensory inputs(see Calton and Taube 2009). The parietal together with a retrosplenial ortex is funtionally
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Figure 1.2.4: Sheme of the attrator network of head diretion ells. Aording to animal´sheading, only neurons whih over atual heading diretion are ative (referred as a ativity hill)and remnant neurons from a ring remain inhibited. Adapted from MNaughton et al. (2007).interonneted with the temporal ortial areas and the hippoampus (Burwell & Amaral 1998a).These interonnetions support the idea of involvement of the posterior ortial strutures in pro-essing or modulating spatial information from limbi strutures. Some studies tried to omparethe analogies between the rat and the primate parietal ortex. Similarity between the spatialneglet in primates and the rat model has been shown only in one study (King & Corwin 1993).One of the reent studies has foused on answering the question, whih type of spatial informationis relevant for posterior parietal ortex (Rogers and Kesner 2006). Results of this study pointed todouble dissoiation between hippoampus and posterior parietal ortex. Animals with hippoam-pal lesions were strongly aeted in task, where alloentri type of information was important fortask solution. Conversely, animals with lesions of the posterior parietal ortex were more aeted inversions of task where egoentri type of information was important. A subsequent study by theseauthors has shown that posterior parietal ortex is important for manipulation with previouslyaquired information. It is noteworthy that rats whih had lesion of the posterior parietal ortexwere aeted in manipulation of both egoentri and allotheti types of information. Interestingly
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Figure 1.2.5: Sheme of interonnetion between head diretion system ontaining head diretionells (HD), hippoampus ontaining plae ells (PC), visual and vestibular system with angularhead veloity ells (AHV). Adapted from Taube (2007)
CHAPTER 1. COMPENDIUM OF THE SPATIAL BEHAVIOR 31an eletrophysiologial study showed engagement of neurons from this region in manipulation withallotheti (auditory) ues (Nakamura 1999).
Chapter 2
Navigation in the moving world
In their everyday lives, people and animals atively navigate from plae to plae and interatwith either a stable world or landmarks being in ontemporary movement. Animals reat tomoving objets, e.g. to members of the same soial group, mates, preys and predators. Similarly,human world is full of dynami hanges, historially starting with hunting of the prey, ghting,playing sport ball game or driving ars and aying in the air-spae. As for orientation in the stableenvironment, for a suessful spatial navigation in moving world, it is neessary to ollet proessingof many variables, e.g. determining and reognizing plaes, estimating distanes and variousdiretions and vetors between moving world and a subjet. Environment ould be pereived asdynami or moving in two basi situations: In the rst one, the world hnages as a whole,e.g. when we are atively or passively translated. In the seond one, only part of the environmentmoves, e.g. there is an ative movement of a target (prey, ball, member of the soial group) ortarget may relatively approah the subjets; when an obstale subjet is prsent and hanges itsrelative position.In this hapter, I will rst outline the rationale presupposed for studying priniples of navigationin dynamially hanging environments. I will also fous on a problem, how animals organize theirbehavior, memories and neural ativity when organizing the world into so-alled multiple referene32
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 33frames. For pereiving hanges in the moving world as a whole, it appears important to havevisual inputs about atual positions of landmarks or dynamis of opti ow, but it might notbe absolutely substantial and nal soure of information. In the seond part of this hapter willbe introdued an overview of importane of so-alled inertial inputs (whih are based mainly onvestibular, tatile and proprioeptive inputs) for spatial ognition in stable and dynami world.Third setion of the hapter will be foused on the proessing of the information about movinglandmarks in various animal speies and also in the rat. I will introdue some strategies of approahand also avoidane behavior and the end of this setion will introdue some experimental ndingsabout neural basis of a proessing information about partiular moving objets.2.0.5 Spae and its organization and segregation of spatial stimuliManipulation with uesSpatial navigation an be aomplished by using several navigational strategies and eah strategyrequires appropriate omputations and spei types of information (Fenton and Bures 2003).Example of suh situations ould be seen, when onsidering animal searhing for a hidden goal.Although the goal is not diretly pereptible, hidden plae an be dened by mutual spatialrelationships between partiular positions of distal oriented ues (e.g. allotheti information).This proess requires organizing and storing this information into a representation, whih an beused for nding the diretly impereptible goal. Another representation of the same environment isalso oneivable. The above-mentioned praxis or path integration represent alternative strategies,whih does not depend on external inputs, but it is also possible to use dierent representationbased on a set of proximal ues on the arena and an information from a self-motion (e.g. idiothetiinformation). Experimentally, it is possible to dissoiate allotheti representation from idiothetirepresentation e.g. in the Morris water maze task. For a suessful nding of a hidden platform,only a set of exteroeptive stimuli is relevant, while idiotheti information is limited and not useful.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 34Moreover, it is also possible to experimentally dissoiate idiotheti and allotheti representations.Some behavioral tasks on a dry arena allow removing exteroeptive ues by simple swithing-othe light (in detail desribed bellow in a homing task).One o rotating arena Experimental group of Jan Bures developed a broad set of behavioraltasks, whih are important tools for studying basi mehanisms of dynami organization of thespatial information from behavioral as well as neural point of view. When an animal solvesspatial task on a stable arena, one usually annot distinguish whih soure of spatial informationanimal atually operates, e.g. it is not possible to determine whih set of ues the animal uses fornavigation. In one of the rst experiments from a long series, Bures, Fenton and their olleaguesdeveloped so-alled plae avoidane task, in whih rats had to avoid a triangular setor of theirular arena. Animals foraged for randomly sattered food and simultaneously avoided theforbidden setor. When animals entered the to-be-avoided setor, they obtained mild foot shok.Animals were trained until they reahed the riterion. The room was then made ompletely darkand the shok was disonneted. Surprisingly, the avoidane of the to-be-avoided setor ontinuedlonger than 30min. After one training session the rat was removed from the arena and light inthe room was swithed on again and the arena with ues was rotated by an angle of 180 ° fromits original position. The idea was to return the animal bak to the arena where arena ues werehanged but animal internal sense of position would be unaeted. The authors had expetedavoidane only of the position of the setor dened by the external visible ues. Moreover, animalssurprisingly were orret in avoidane of both two positions dened by external room-bound uesand also by arena-bound ues.Carousel arena Paradigms desribed above had ontributed to the method using ontinuousrotation of the arena (see Fig.2.0.4), (Bures 1996, Moghaddam and Bures 1996). External uesoutside the arena, i.e. room-bound ues (RBC), are ontinuously dissoiated from the idiothetiinformation and proximal ues on the arena, i.e. arena-bound ues (ABC). This method was
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 35designed for testing hypothesis if memory from RBC and ABC ould be aquired separately andhow this memory an by expressed or extinguished by manipulating either available ABC or RBC(Bures et. al., 1997a, 1998).Figures 2.0.1-8. summarizes a series of experiments manipulating with ABC or RBC. As tools forontrolling the available sensory information, rotation or stopping the arena together with darken-ing or illuminating an experimental room were used. In general, when the arena was ontinuouslyrotated, ABC were still pereivable, but dissoiated from RBC. Darkening the room removed RBC,while the arena-bound information still remained available.Rats were at rst trained in an aquisition phase (AP) in light. When their performane reahedasymptoti level, (i.e., an avoidane riterion), lights and shoks were swithed o and next partof the experiment started - extintion phase I. (EP1) This session ontinued until the riterion forextintion was reahed. When avoidane of the setor in the EP1 phase was extinguished, lightswere swithed-on and the test ontinued again, until the riterion for the extintion was reahed -extintion phase II (EP2). Experiments were designed so that during the AP, the arena was eitherrotating or stable. Similarly, during both extintion phases the arena was either rotating or stable,but for both phases together.The main result of this experiment was the nding that memory dened with respet to one of theABC or RBC depended on the training protool and availability of the ues. When the arena wasstable in AP, both ABC and RBC overlapped and animals aquired representation of the positionof the to-be-avoided setor dened by both ABC or RBC. When the arena in EP1 and EP2 wasstill stable, avoidane for both ABC and RBC dened setor were denitely extinguished forboth ABC and RBC. On the other side, when the arena remained rotating in EP1 and EP2, onlyavoidane for ABC dened setor was denitely extinguished but avoidane for RBC in EP2remained stable for a long time.When the arena rotated in AP, only the setor dened by RBC was aquired, and this manifestedas slow extintion in both EP1 and EP2 (see Fig. 2.0.3 and 2.0.2). Representation dened by
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Figure 2.0.1: Sheme of experiments, based on Bures et al., (1997a) and Fenton and Bures (2003).A: Aquisition phase: rats were trained on a stable arena. Extintion phase I.: External stimuliwere removed and animals avoided to-be-avoided setor for longer than 30min. Extintion phase II:Room was illuminated again and animals still did not remember the position of the setor, beausethe extintion for both frames had ompletely nished. B: Aquisition phase: Rats were trained ona rotating arena and only memory for a room frame has formed. Extintion phase I. Immediateextintion ourred, beause external stimuli were removed in darkness. Extintion phase II: Afterswithing on the light, memory for the room-frame-dened denied setor persisted for long a time.ARC was not available, beause during the rotation the shok reinforement ould be delivered inany plae of the arena.The above desribed experiments show that animals neessarily operate with two sets of spatialstimuli. When the arena was stable, both sets of stimuli overlapped and omposed unique so-alledstable referene frame (RefF). When the arena rotated, RBC were dissoiated from the ABC, andABC still remained stable RefF and RBC beame rotating RefF. Generally, RefF is a spaein whih animals organize their behavior. Experiment of Fenton et al. (1998) showed that ratsnaturally organized their behavior into dierent RefFs (see Fig.2.0.4 and 2.0.5 ). In this experiment,whih followed the above desribed experimental series, the animals were trained again to avoid ashok setor on the stable arena. When the rats were overtrained, the shok was turned o andboth ABC, or arena frame (AF) and RBC or room frame (RF) were dissoiated by rotatingarena. Now, the rats still avoided both AF and RF dened setors showing that they used both
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Figure 2.0.2: Sheme of experiments of Bures et al. (1997a) and Fenton and Bures (2003).C :Aquisition phase: Rats were trained on the stable arena. Extintion phase I.: External stimuliwere removed and animals did not avoid the to-be-avoided setor dened by the room frame. Theto-be avoided setor dened by arena frame was avoided at least for 30min. Extintion phase II:Room-dened setor was available for navigation. Arena-dened setor was extinguished.
Figure 2.0.3: Sheme of experiments of Bures et al. (1997a) and Fenton and Bures (2003). D:Aquisition phase: Rats were trained on the rotating arena. External stimuli were removed andanimals did not avoid the setor dened by room frame. The setor dened by arena frame was notaquired. Extintion phase II: Room-dened setor was available for navigation.The setor denedby arena, however, was not.
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Figure 2.0.4: Sheme of the Carousel Arena. In this version, animals avoided two setors,whih are dissoiable by arena rotation. Red setor is dened by the room frame, position of thegreen setor is dened by arena-bound ues. ©Daniel KlementRefFs simultaneously.Hippoampus and referene framesOrganization of spatial information As desribed above, neural orrelates of spatial infor-mation in stable environments are relatively well-known but these studies do not reah more subtleinterations between potential neural subgroups oding mentioned multiple RefF in non-stationaryenvironments. Some experiments (Zinyuk et.al 2000, Kelemen et al. 2010) used reording of plaeells ativity on the rotating arena to evaluate if these neurons are also organized with respet topartiular RefFs.Generally, plae ells on a stable arena beame disorganized and silent after starting the rotation ofthe arena, some plae ells were bound to one of the pereiving RefF and some of them were speifor both RefF (Zinyuk et. al 2000, Kelemen et al.,2010). Notably, the proportion of mentioned
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Figure 2.0.5: Priniple of a distribution of 60° setor in the Carousel arena. Conguration of thetriangular-like setor (whih ould be extended to the enter of arena or trunated). Animals weretrained to avoid the setors in various paradigms. A: Avoidane of the arena-dened setror. B:Avoidane of the room-dened setor (it is the most frequently used version of the task, often alledative a llotheti p lae avoidane (AAPA task). C: Avoidane of two setors dened by botharena and room-dened ues. This version of the task is also alled double plae avoidane task.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 40subgroups of plae ells depended on the behavioral ontext of the testing task. Zinyuk et. al(2000) reorded plae ells in rats running on stable and rotating arenas. Animals were dividedinto two subgroups. rst group was foragers, whih experimental environment only randomlysearhed pellets of a food on the arena. Seond group was navigators, whih were trained tonavigate in the arena in a plae preferene task (Rossier et al. 2000). When animals beamefamiliar with the environment, arena rotation has started. Most of the familiar plae ells inforagers loss their spatial speiity, but in navigators ring of their plae ells remained mostlystable with respet to the environment. These neurons were either AF - or RF-spei; only smallproportion was spei for both RefFs or lost their spatial speiity. This result indiates thatnavigators were more familiar with the spae, beause they used it for solving the navigationaltask and the plae ells were more anhored to partiular referene frames (Zinyuk 2000). Previousstudies also showed that plae ells ould organize themselves into various types of neurons odingvarious types of RefF (see also Table 2.1).Results mentioned above give rise to a question about possible role of hippoampus in organizationof the information about referene frames. Is the hippoampus only a storage site of spatialmemory sorted into the RefFs or does some higher level of proess exist there? To evaluate thisquestion Cimadevilla et al. (2000, 2000 a, b, , 2001b) developed a new version of plae avoidanetask (see Fig 2.0.5). Rat or mouse were plaing on the arousel arena and had to atively avoida forbidden shok setor dened with respet to RF or allotheti set of ues respetively. Ativeavoidane of allothetially dened denied setor set the name of the task - Ative allotheti plaeavoidane task (AAPA). This task requires organization of the spatial information with respet tothe two dissoiated RefFs. For eetive identiation of shok plae animals had to assoiate thesetor with RBC and simultaneously inhibit the ABC. Beside knowledge about itself position ofthe denied setor, next preondition is knowledge of its own position inside the RF.
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Authors Referene frames and plae ellsZinyuk (2000) In rat navigators, neurons spei for tworeferene frames dissoiated by arenarotation were found. In rats whih onlyforaged, similar division was not observed.Gothard et.al (1996) During behavioral task, 5 referene-framegroups of the plae ells were found whih werespei for partiular relative position duringsolution of the task despite the fat that theabsolute position of the animal had hanged.Jeery et al. (1997) Firing of plae ells was found to besensitive for RefF dened by internal senseof position as well as by physialappereane of the environment.Wood et al. (2000) Dierent plae ells represented dierentparts of the modied T - maze. Some of theplae ells overlapped.Redish et al(2000) Plae ells were reorded on a linear mazewith a box, the position of whih washanged. Some plae ells were dened bybox frame, others by trajetory in maze.Kelemen et al. (2010) Two groups of plae ells represented twoframes dissoiated by arena rotation, whihhad to be avoided simultaneously. Onegroup of neurons was spei for onereferene frame, whilst the seond group ofneurons was spei for both frames.Table 2.1: Examples of studies showing representations of various referene framesby plae ells.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 42Segregation of information Traditionally, hippoampus is thought to enode spatial represen-tation in an assoiative network, postulated by distributed memory hypothesis (MNaughton andMorris, 1987; for review, see Lisman, 1999). Memory for spatial representation is hippoampusdependent, and in both proesses of aquisition or retrieval it is employed dierent amount ordistributed subset of onnetions enodes memory in a hippoampal tissue. This delared experi-ments in whih lesion of one hippoampus does not inuene aquisition, but abolish retrieval ofthe memory in water maze task (Moser et al., 1993, Fenton et al., 1993). Surprisingly, the dier-ent pattern were observed, when the same protool was used in an aquisition or retrieval phasewhen testing the AAPA task (Cimadevilla et.al, 2001). In this study the ability of avoidane wasabolished in every phase after the unilateral inativation. The fat that memory for AAPA taskis abolished after the unilateral hippoampal inativation is in aordane with mentioned dis-tributed memory hypotheses, but this point of view is not so lear. This aount failed to explainwhy the same injetions of TTX injeted into the hippoampus spared learning and retention whenroom and arena stimuli were not dissoiated by rotation of the arena, but abolished the avoidaneof the same setor when the two frames were dissoiated by rotation (Wesierska et al. 2005, Kubikand Fenton 2005).On a basis of these studies, the authors Kubik and Fenton (2005) tested the hypothesis that inhippoampus representational memory and proess of stimulus segregation are distributed liketwo independent hippoampal funtions. The authors onrmed preditions that the amount ofhippoampal tissue with distributed hippoampal network partiipating in proesses of spatialsegregation would depend on the phase of the learning proess. The authors in aordane toprevious studies predited that AAPA task is more burdened by proess of segregation spatialstimuli than their representations of the relation between the stimuli, beause to determinate theposition of the large setor is not too diult for spatial omputation than mentioned watermaze task, whih is based more representationaly . Segregation of relevant and irrelevant stimuliis the rst step for a suessful solution of this dynami task. When the relevant stimuli are om-
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Figure 2.0.6: Hypothetial sale of degree of the segregation proesses in the plae avoidane task.Segregation demands inrease from A to D. A: AF and RF overlap, no demand for segregationis required. B: The arena rotates and animals avoid RF-dened shok setor. Shallow watermasks arena and olfatory ues and rotation dissoiates self-motion stimuli. C: Arena rotatesand animals avoid RF-dened setor. This protool has greater demands for segregation, beauseanimals must dissoiate olfatory stimuli and stimuli from the arena. D: Hypothetially higher orequal segregational demands in the situation, when animals avoid AF-dened setor. This proesalso requires dissoiation of inertial stimuli deived from passive movement, from the self-motionstimuli pereived during ative movement. E: The highest level of segregational demands in thedouble plae avoidane task. Animals must avoid two setors dened by both AF and RF.promised, aquiring the assoiation between relevant stimuli and/or responses will be retarded byinterferene from irrelevant assoiations. One the appropriate assoiations are formed, segrega-tion is less ritial in subsequent phases, beause only the relevant stimuli will have strengthenedassoiations to appropriate responses (Kubik and Fenton 2005). In aordane to these preditions,the partial lesion would not inuene the retrieval of the aquired memory in AAPA, but failed theproess of aquisition of learning proess. The authors also supposed the idea about the salefor segregation proess of the stimuli in the AAPA task based on various amount of removing orvie versa adding dierent modality of sensory inputs whih had to be segregated like a relevantor irrelevant stimuli. For an optimal tuning of the experimental task the authors arranged thetask by dereasing a degree of segregation proess. They arranged AAPA task (see Fig. 2.0.6)by putting shallow water whih hidden stimuli on the arena. Suh derease of the segregationlevel would hypothetially enable to use 50 % of the hippoampal tissue for retrieval of stimulussegregation proess.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 442.0.6 Inertial inputs and spatial ognitionPereption of hanges oming from the ative and passive body movements is a prerequisite forspatial ognition and memory. In this setion I will summarize urrent knowledge about theimportane of inertial stimuli in spatial ognition.Denition of inertial foresAnimals and human and some mahines may proess information about hanges of their body inthe spae during their ative movement. These soures of information are also alled inertial stim-uli. In tehnial literature, some basi sensors for inertial navigation are desribed. An exampleould be sensors for linear motion (aelerometers), rotations (gyrosopes), or veloity (diretionand movements). These navigation systems work without the need of external soures of in-formation (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inertial_navigation_system). Denition of the inertiaomes from the Latin word, "inners", meaning idle, or lazy (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inertia).Inertia means resistane of any physial objet to a hange in its state of motion or rest. It is rep-resented by mass of objet. The priniple of inertia is one of the basi priniples of lassial physiswhih is used to desribe the motion of matter and how this is aeted by the external fores. SirIsaa Newton dened inertia in denitions 1 - 3 of his Philosophiæ Naturalis Prinipia Mathemat-ia (1846) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inertia). Inertial environment is environment whih is inquiet state. Non-inertial environment is aeted by the external fores applying movement of thisenvironment. An example of a non-inertial environment is passive movement in the arousel arenaor in the moving ar. If the subjet situated inside the non-inertial environment (e.g. sitting onthe arousel) is in a relatively quiet state, he an still pereive aelerations and deelerations fromthe passive movement. Linear translation or rotation produes linear or entrifugal aelerations.Both aelerations diretly mediate pereiving of hanges in vestibular system, skin mehanoep-tors or proprioeptors. Stimuli invoked by suh inertial fores we all inertial stimuli. Next partof this setion will be foused mainly on the role of vestibular omponent of inertial inputs. These
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 45inputs seem to have a most onsiderable role for spatial orientation and memory.Dead rekoning (DR) As we have seen above, animals usually ontrol its own position byusing a distal allotheti ues during exploration of the spae by means of so-alled pilot exploratorybehavior (PEB). Sometimes the soure of allotheti information is not available for some reasons(e.g. in novel environment or when the landmarks in familiar environment are either absentor in onit with previous experiene) (Wallae et al. 2008). At these times animals an utilizealternative soures of spatial information arising from the animal´s ative or also passive movement.Besides eerent opies of motor ommands or sensory ow (see Fig. 2.0.7), the other sensory souresare available. Aelerations and deelerations are sensed by the vestibular system, proprioeptorsand skin mehanoeptors. This is used for diretional information from hanges of animal headingand is generally used for loation of the subjet's atual position or with respet to startingposition e.g. the beginning of the exploratory trip or home nest. This form of navigation, e.g.,when animal returns bak to a home nest by using path integration, is alled dead rekoning(DR)(Gallistel 1990). The rst who desribed this form of navigation in wildlife was CharlesDarwin (Darwin 1873). Under natural onditions animals must obtain food from the environmentwhile avoiding predation. This behavioral paradigm was desribed in many laboratory experiments(Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt 1980, 1982, Etienne 1980). The most interesting phenomenon isthat after an exploratory trip (animals navigate by PEB), a very quik return into the home nestby diret way follows (animals navigate by DR). Diret return way an pass through the plaeswhih animals had never visited. The most ompelling phenomenon in DR is that it works evenwhen all allotheti ues are removed (e.g. by simple swithing o the light). Several authors(e.g. Whishaw 2001, Etienne 1980) studied the importane of partiular idiotheti inputs in DR.The most ritial problem was dissoiating vestibular and proprioeptive sensory inputs. Olderexperiment with golden hamsters studied inuene of the passive transportation in the outwardtrip in DR. This study had shown that animals used only information about angular but not about
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Figure 2.0.7: Patterns of outward (out) and homeward (in) trips in the light (left) and in the dark (right). Eahpanel shows ve trips by eah of the six rats. Note that the outward trips were iruitous, whereas homeward tripswere diret, adapted from Whishaw et al. (2001).linear aelerations to derive onseutive homeward trip. Earlier study done by Séguinot et al.(1998) showed that animals used both angular and also linear aeleration during outward trip forderiving homeward trip. Importane of the vestibular system for DR also has been also shown byonsequent experiments. Whishaw et al. (1995, 1996, 2001) trained rats to nd pellets of food on alarge irular arena with the home base loated on the periphery above or under the arena (probetest). When the rat found a piee of the food than it returned bak to the home nest. Trajetoriesof animals were fragmented into PEB and DR on the basis of the hanges of the speed prole ofthe animal's movement (see Fig. 2.0.7). Wallae et al. (2002) tested DR in labyrinthetomizedrats. They found no inuene of the lesion to the homeward trip in light with respet to bothvisible or hidden home nest, but a strong aetion of the homeward trip in the darkness (Wallae2002). These rats were also tested in a disrimination ue ontrol task, when a new refuge positionwas presented. When both groups of rats found the pellet, they have rst returned at the formerplae, but only ontrol rats have onsequently returned to the new plae. Vestibular-lesioned ratsmoved around the arena and evaluated the former position several times. This result indiatesthat rats with vestibular lesions rely more on environmental ues than self-motion ues and thisnding is onsistent with other work (e.g. Stakman and Herbert 2002).
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 47View-entered representations Pereption of the inertial stimuli (mainly vestibular stimuli)applied during loomotion an exert an important inuene not only in a lassial proess ofpath integration, but also in updating of view-sene reognition. Despite this type of navigationappears to be a visual strategy, in some ases pereived vestibular inputs seem to be ruial. Thiswas illustrated by several experiments with humans when subjets were required to reognize someloations from their view-entered position in spae during an ative loomotion or even withoutative movement. In one experiment, hildren were shown a toy being hidden. Children were theneither arried to a plae on the opposite side of the experimental room or they were allowed tomove themselves to a new plae. When hildren have subsequently searhed the toy, hildren whoatively moved were more suessful rather than hildren who passively observed the position ofthe toy (Benzon and Uzgiris 1985). Subsequent studies have also ompared ative movement inspae with its passive viewing and onrmed the advantage of the ative exploration over passiveobserving (Poag et. al 1983, Benson and Uzgiris 1985). People, who observe atively, are also ableto estimate future positions better or even to generalize to novel views of the same senes andnavigate through the spae (Larish and Andersen 1995, Christou and Bültho 1999). In a follow-up study, Simons and Wang (1999) have studied view-entered representation of sene after eithera passive rotation or ative walk around a irular table with objets. Subjets viewed the objetson the table and than were asked to detet an objet in array that had been moved. When thetable (and view of the objet array) rotated, performane of subjets was worse than in situation,when subjets atively moved and table remained stable (but subjets saw a new view of thesene). The same results were also obtained when subjet atively rotated the table himself. Here,subjets were better at the previously studied position when tested from this position, but werebetter at the rotated view when they were tested at the new position. These results suggest thatsubjets updated their egoentri based representation of the objet array during ative loomotion.Proess of updating egoentri representation was disrupted by disorientation between the initialobservation and the test.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 48Vestibular system and memoryThere exist several points of view on vestibular system (VS) and its onnetion with memorymehanisms. Here, we will evaluate only two views. First point of view deals with a relationshipbetween the VS and limbi strutures ontaining hippoampus, the struture fundamental forspatial learning and memory. Seond point of view is about memorization proess for motionin spae. An example ould be a memory of movement sequene arising from opti ow or fromseries of vestibular stimuli during self-motion. This dynami, spatiotemporal proess is based onpereption of multimodal signals, inluding mainly visual, vestibular and proprioeptive inputs.Memory for spae Strikingly, it has been shown that information from the vestibular innerear partiipates in the spatial learning and memory. This is evident from behavioral experiments(Berito 1965; Potegal et al 1985, Etienne 1980, Semenov and Bures 1989, Israel et al. 1996,Zheng et al. 2003, Etienne and Jeery, 2004; Kirwan et al. 2008), as well as from experimentswith vestibular lesions (Chapuis et al 1992; Zheng et. al 2006, 2007, 2008), or from experimentsin human (Loomis et al, 1999). There also exist several studies reporting relationship betweenVS and other types of memory (Shautzer et al., 2003, Brand et al. 2005) or the other ognitiveabilities (Risey and Briner, 1990, Zheng et al., 2004).Lesion studies in animals (see Table 2.2) showed strong alterations of the spatial learning afterseletive vestibular ablations. It should be noted that spatial memory was altered more afterbilateral than unilateral lesions of VS and eet of a ognitive impairment was not due to aninability to move, beause the animals often exhibited loomotor hyperativity then hypoativityompared to ontrols. Cognitive deits have been ameliorated with time, but performane ofanimals with lesions of VS was signiantly worse than of ontrol animals.Memory for movement VS seems to be important for remembering of a sequene of the self-motion events. This is obvious from a set of experiments whih showed that subjets are able to
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Method Author Main resultMorris water maze Petrosiny (1984) Hemilabyrinthetomized animalsshowed impaired swimmingbehavior, whih has improved overtime (within 2125 days)Stakman and Herbert (2002) Rats required visual landmarks forestimating position of the hiddenplatform.Radial arm maze Herr et al.(1989) Bilateral labyrinthetomy produeda profound derement inperformane to nd rewarded plae,when animals had to use onlyvestibular inputs.Chapuis et.al (1992) Inability of subjetsto maintain aorret angular trajetory.Ossenkopp and Hargreaves (1993) Lesioned rats made signiantlymore sequential same arm reentriesand fewer sequential adjaent armentries than ontrols.Russel et. al (2003) Rats exhiited long-term hanges inperformane in spatial referenememory taskT- maze Zheng et al.(2007) Long-term deit in spatial foredalternation in a T-maze after theBV lesion but with reovery offuntion.Foraging task Walae et. al. (2002) Inability to return into the refugein the dark and also to newposition of the refuge in the light.Zheng (2006) Rats with unilateral lesions of theVS were disrupted in dead reoningat least for three months, while ratswith bilateral lesions were aetedat least for six months.Table 2.2: Overview of seleted behavioral experiments on spatial learning and memory in animals withlesions of vestibular system.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 50reprodue passive displaements in darkness. For a suessful solution of this task, a person isrequired to reprodue distane or veloity prole. Berthoz et al. (1995) investigated blindfoldedsubjets in suh test, sitting on the movable and joystik-ontrolled hair. Partiipants were ableto reprodue both speed prole and distane from the passively aquired movement with a highauray, whih implies that all spatiotemporal properties of movement an be stored in the brain.This is based on the dynami reprodution of memory and atual inoming information basedmainly on the vestibular and kinestheti ues. Auray of spatial memory in environments withdereased pereption of loomotion also depends on urrently available, albeit limited souresof information from VS or opti ow (Redlik et al. 2001; Harris 2000). Another appealingquestion is how memory for the movement is stored in suh situations, when multiple sensoryues are available. It an be hypothesized that there exists only one ommon memory whih maybe omposed from all sensoryinputs or alternatively, eah sensory input have its own memorystorage site or a buer. Vidal et al. (2010) studied proess of memorization of vestibular inputsand opti ow during passively indued upright turns. Experimental setup allowed for preiseontrol of passively indued movement by using either vestibular or opti ow stimuli presentedindependently or together. Partiipants had to reprodue movement on the joystik-ontrolledhair in three experimental protools. In rst two experiments, subjets had to reprodue uprightturns when only unimodal soure of information was available. In the third experiment, subjetshad to reprodue upright movement when bimodal information was presented. Performane ofsubjets was similar in both ases when only vestibular or opti ow stimuli were present. In aseswhen both types of stimuli were available, suh bimodal reprodution was more preise and itsvariane laid between the two unimodal reprodutions.Vestibular system and the spatial brainFuntional onnetions There exists a number of experiments indiative of interonnetionsbetween the hippoampus and vestibular system. Anatomial, neurohemial (Horii et al.,1995) or
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 51eletrophysiologial (Horii, 1994) evidene showed that inputs from the svestibular system aethippoampal formation or HDS. Eletrial stimulation of vestibular labyrinth (VL) (Horii, 1994,Cuthbert et al, 2000) or its bilateral removal in rats (Russell et al., 2001, 2002) signiantlyaeted signals generated in the hippoampus. Eletrial stimulation of VL and eletrial signalsinoming to the hippoampus evoked potentials whih traveled in rostro-audal diretion arossCA1, and eliited theta ativity in both anesthetized and awake guinea pigs Cuthbert et al. (2000).In addition, Cuthbert et al. (2000) desribed in guinea pigs that inputs oming from peripheralvestibular system after its stimulation evoke eletrial ativity in the hippoampus arriving therewith lateny of approximately 40ms. There are also studies in humans supporting results of animalstudies. For example, in people after an unilateral alori stimulation of the vestibular system,ipsilateral ativity in the hippoampus was inreased together with other orties, e.g. posteriorinsular ortex, BA 7, retrosplenial ortex and subiulum (Vitte et al.,1996). In spite of a strongooperation between the vestibular system and hippoampal omplex, there is no diret onnetionbetween these strutures (Smith, 1997; Cuthbert et al., 2000; Horii et al., 2004). Vestibular nuleusomplex reeive mainly monosynapti inputs from the ipsilateral vestibular nerve and projetdisynaptially mainly to the parietal and visual orties. It is assumed that onnetion of VS withthe limbi strutures is polysynapti and an be onveyed along three ways (see Fig. 2.0.8).Inertia and plae ell ativity A great deal of evidene about the ooperation betweenhippoampal neuronal network and vestibular system was demonstrated in experiments usingsingle unit reording. O'Mara et al. (1994) found that hippoampal neurons of monkey weremodulated by whole body's motion in ase when vision was spared or exluded. These neuronswere heterogeneous in their responses to pereived movement. Some neurons were modulated bylinear or axial motion, other by optokineti stimuli and some of them by ombination of thesestimuli. Diret evidene about the importane of vestibular stimuli in spatial navigation amefrom experiments with passive rotation in both dark and light sessions. In session with passive
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Figure 2.0.8: Some potential pathways from the vestibular nuleus to the hippoampus. Abbrevia-tions: DTN, dorsal tegmental nuleus; PPTN, pedunulopontine tegmental nuleus; SUM, supra-mammillary nuleus; LMN, lateral mammillary nuleus; ADN, anterodorsal nuleus; PS, post-subiulum.rotations in the dark, the optokineti information had been eliminated. Measurements of theativity of plae ells in rats showed that positions of the ring elds had been updated withrespet to stable room ues after a passive rotation in darkness (Wiener et al. 1995, Sharp etal. 1995, Gavrilov et al. 1996b) as well as in light (Knierim et al. 1995). Adaptation of thering elds in the dark was result of the robust inuene of vestibular inputs (and other inertialstimuli) pereived by the animal. A soliit question is about a hierarhy or a ompetitionbetween vestibular information ompared to other types of stimuli (e.g. optokineti information).Sharp et al. evaluated the inuene of the visual and vestibular inputs inside the ylindrial arenawith independently movable oor and wall. When both vestibular and optokineti stimuli werepresent onsistently (i.e., pereption of the movement was aompanied by inertial stimuli from theoor rotation and from the opti ow by means of opti movement from the wall), a preditableshift of the ring elds was observed. Conversely, when the position of the oor was stable and
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 53the wall rotated, preditable shift of ring elds was disrupted and plae ells beame bound tothe stable oor rather than to the rotating wall. These results emphasized the importane of ananhoring of spatial information from visual system with respet to vestibular inputs. However,with inreased experiene of unexpeted rotations, the probability of preditable shift has alsoinreased, suggesting learning omponent in the hippoampal neural network. Nonetheless, anotherappealing question is, how preisely and robustly vestibular inputs modulate spatial information.Inertia and head diretion ells HDS exert an important role in the proessing of ompassor diretional type of spatial information whih is independent of the loation and atual behaviorof the subjet. Strutures ontaining HDC are rather extensive and interonneted with otherareas in the brain. They reeive highly pre-proessed multimodal sensory and motor information.Generally, vestibular system seems to be important for modulation of HDC signal, together withmotor and proprioeptive systems. Several studies reported importane of interplay between the VSand HDS. Stakman and Taube (1998) showed that diretional signal in the HDC in anterodorsalthalami nuleus (ADN) was abolished by neurotoxi lesions of the vestibular labyrinth for atleast 3 months after lesion. Subsequent studies have also found similar eets in other brainstrutures, e.g., postsubiulum. Experiment of Stakman et al. (1998) showed a noteworthy fatthat impairment of the HDC signal persisted despite the fat that landmark ues or opti ow werepresent and HDC signal had beome xed to them before the lesions of VL . Disrupted ativityof the HDC was likely not a result of abolished ativity of seondary aerent vestibular neurons.Ativity of these neurons has returned bak after several hours after lesion (Ris and Godaux, 1998)and this did not ameliorate deient diretional ativity in the HDC. Head diretion ells, whihhad been disonneted from the VS, still appeared to be funtionally organized. As disussedabove, HDC in an intat brain are most likely organized in the ring-like attrator network. Studiesof Muir et al. (2009) showed that when vestibular system is ablated, neurons in ADN still behavein aordane with attrator model, but diretional speiity of the neurons beame random.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 54Anatomial interonnetions between the HDC and the VS go through lateral mammillary bodies(LMB). Inputs from LMB projet to ADN and by means of postsubiulum to the entorhinal ortex(see Fig.1.2.5).Vestibulo-visual ooperationGenerally, a hallenging question is what are mutual interations between sensory stimuli whihode the information from the environment or inner body. This sensory information an arise fromthe same (e.g. opti ow vs. information about visual landmarks) or dierent sensory modalities(e.g. auditory information vs. visual information). When animals or humans are atively movingor passively transported, they pereive the above-mentioned visual or vestibular inputs derivedfrom ative/passive movement. These two sensory modalities are often present together and theremust be some mehanisms of ooperation between these stimuli, whih ultimately serve the sameoutput. From an anatomial point of view, vestibular and visual signals interat at several brainlevels (see tab. 2.3).It is presupposed that vestibulo-visual interation in the pereption of motion is not stationarybut dynami proess. Brandt et al. (2005) used PET and fMRI methods for studying the vestibulo-visual interations. The authors disovered reiproal inhibition between sensory areas whihproess information from vestibular and visual system in humans. When one type of informationabout self motion dominated, brain areas represented less dominating soure of information aboutself-motion was inhibited . The authors believed that suh interation allows a potential mismathbetween two inongruent or misleading sensory stimuli to be suppressed by shifting of sensoryweights to the dominant or more reliable modality.
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Experiments showing vestibulo-visualinterationAuthors Speies Anatomial strutures and funtional interationO'Mara et al. (1994) monkeys Three types of neurons from the omplex of vestibularnulei were sensitive only for vestibular or optokinetiinformation, or both of them, when the animal wasmoved in a rotable drum arena, or when the animalwas sitting and movable wall rotated around theanimal.Brandt et.al (2002) humans Calori stimulation of the vestibular system ativatedparietoinsular (e.g.vestibular) ortex and inhibitedoipital ortex and vie versa. Optokinetistimulation ativated the visual system and inhibitedthe parietovestibular ortex.Sharp et al.(1995) rats Two groups of a plae ells in the hipoampus werefound: First, smaller group seletively represented uesbound to optokineti stimuli generated by rotatingdrum-shaped wall, while the oor of the arena wasstable. Seond group was xed to stable walls whilethe oor was rotated. Arena rotation generated inertialfores, whih ould be pereived mainly by vestibularinputs.Table 2.3: Examples of studies demonstrating relational interations between the visual and vestibu-lar system on dierent brain levels.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 562.0.7 Moving targetsThus we may have knowledge of the past and annot ontrol it; we may ontrol the future buthave no knowledge of itShannon, 1959
Approah and avoidane behaviorsAnimals and human naturally interat with moving objet ourring in the environment. We annd many examples of approah behavior (see Table 2.4). Predators need to adopt a suitablestrategies for an eetive hunt and many animals approah the members of the same soial groupin order to ght or approah a partner during mating. Approah behavior an be ategorizedinto several patterns. Beside approah behavior, animals often avoid predators or members fromthe same soial group that are situated on higher level of soial hierarhy. Another example ofavoidane behavior is avoidane of an obstales during walking or running, beause animals orhumans might represent obstales relatively as bound to a "body-like" frame and being movablewith respet to their trunk axis. Avoidane of an objet or a plae in spae fundamentally diersfrom approah behavior. Eetive avoidane ould be realized by navigating to a futhermostplae rather then target, or to some restrited plae dened by target. Conversely, approahbehavior requires ontinuous redution of a distane between the target and the subjet. Inspite of this well-desribed phenomenologial distintion, the neural mehanism for avoidane andapproah behaviors are not laried yet and it is not even lear whether these neural mehanismsare the same or similar for both types of navigation.
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 57Approah behavior Avoidane behaviorhunting a pray avoiding a predatorhasing toward a mate avoiding a ollision with anobstale (stable or moving)ying subjet landing to agoal plaeplaying ball gamesTable 2.4: Examples of approah and avoidane behaviorsProessing of information about a moving target is naturally limited of physial onstraintsof our sensory modalities, synapti delays between neurons in suessive neural stages or also bythe fat that our brain pereives and proesses 3D objets projeted on retina as a 2D image.This phenomenon is alled inverse problem of vision (Palmer et al.,1999) and historially thereare two main theories whih had tried to explain how brain solve this pereptual diulty (Zagoet al., 2009). The rst one, o-alled Eologial theory (Gibson, 1979) presumes balane betweenpereption of the environmental and agent omponents of the eosystem and relies heavily onbiologial adaptation mehanisms required to meet goals ruial for the agent's survival (Shawet al. 1982; Shaw 2003). Organisms may diretly interat with their environment and otherobjets by means of their senses and diretly reat to the atual situation without omputationsor internal memory representations (Zago et. al 2009). Visual information about objets anbe represented by opti patterns (texture gradients, spatial olusion, motion parallax, fous ofexpansion or rate of expansion). Intereption task may be a typial example of a suh pereption,beause all pereived information proessing required for estimating position of an objet takesplae online and immediate response to them lead to a suessful intereption. However, reentlythis theory has been revisited to aount for importane of extra-retinal information and role ofentral proessing of visual information. Zago et al. (2009) onludes in his review that thereent point of view is that several kinds of information either or alone an aord estimates aboutloation and time of potential ontat with an approahing target (Zago et. al 2009, see alsoHeht et al., 2002). A ontraditory Construtivism theory presumes reonstrution of inomplete
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eption ativities in the researhIntereption of ying vertebrates and insets -intereption in 3D spae.Walking or running  subjets hasing for another target -intereption only in the horizontalplane.Intereption in ball-game players - intereption in thevertial plane or in both planes. Eets of the gravity.Manual hitting of a target - highspeed inereption ofmoving projetile.Eye pursuit traking - Measuring saadi eyemovement with respet to rapidly moving targets.Robotis - intereption of moving targets, e.g. robotiball games Table 2.5: Intereption of moving targets in dierent areas of researhinformation by higher sensory enters and stages (Helmotz 1867, Shepard 1984). Aording to thistheory, internal representations enable predition of future arrangement of the spatio-temporaltrajetory of the atually seen moving target. Despite the fat that experimental paradigmsstudied intereption strategies in many animal speies, humans (or even in robotis), it is possibleto divide these strategies into several subgroups (see Table 2.5), Only relatively small numberof variables an be dened whih are important for haraterizing omputational proesses ofintereption (see. Fig.2.0.9). These variables are ornestones and determinants for haraterizingbasi behavioral patterns. It is worth to notie that an animal speies an use more intereptionstrategies even in one intereption episode (Collet and Land, 1978). We an assume that animportant fator for intereption proess is sensory and omputational equipment of the organism'snervous system. Speed of the target to whih intereption ourred, i.e. available time period forproper intereption, is another important variable. Next part of this setion will shortly summarizeseleted basi intereption strategies.
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Figure 2.0.9: Some basi parameters ruial for subjets (represented by a big blak elipsoid) in-terepting a moving target (small blak irle). Angle α is dened as an angle between vetor ofsubjet´s movement and line onneting it with enter of gravity of the target. Angle β is dened asan angle between the diretion of the movement and some referene diretion in the environment.Angle γ is dened as angle between a referene diretion and the line onneting the subjet´s headand the target´s enter of gravity.Strategies of intereptionGenerally, most of the literature predominantly demonstrates ognitive mehanisms of approahbehavior rather than avoidane behavior. Approah behavior an be ategorized from severalpoints of view. It is obvious that harater of the interation with goal to approah is dependenton a time range available for approahing. If a subjet had to hit some very rapidly moving target,the whole proess would last only several milliseonds. For suh interations there is too little timefor orretion of ather's trajetory. It is usually assumed that during short and quik intereptiveevents, subjets predominantly use predition strategy to estimate future plae of ontat in anaurate timesale. In this ase, the subjet estimates future position of ontat only from initial
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 60information about the position and speed of the target - this is alled open-loop strategy. If thetarget moves slowly or quikly, but on a longer trajetory, then the subjet usually have relativelymore time for updating atual information about the position and speed; i.e. it an analyze step-by-step the atual information inputs and reat to them by appropriate motor output. This is thease of so-alled losed-loop strategy. In one example of suh ase a ather (e.g. a baseball playeror hunting bat) runs or ies on a long-trajetory and orret its own position or a speed proleof its movement. Several strategies have been proposed to explain target-approahing behavior invarious animal speies. Seletion of strategies depends on many variables of sensory equipmentof the subjet, espeially its visual system. Generally, strategy depends on 1) mutual positionbetween target and subjet (see Fig. 2.0.10, part I.), 2) diretion of movement 3) speed of thetarget 4) movement abilities of the subjet to reah the target and 5) on atual onditions inside anenvironment, e.g. presene or absene of a) obstales b) stable or moving landmarks or objets these may burden the visual system, ompete with target and even blok intereption trajetory, or) geometry and shape of the environment whih an inuene movement inside the environment.There are two basi approahes to interept the moving target. Knowing how to get there andKnowing where to go.Knowing how to get there - Pursuit strategy Knowing how to get there does not presumesubjet's knowledge about a future target position, but subjet an selet the strategy whih bringshim to the target step-by-step. This strategy requires ertain level of sensory feedbak for atualorretion of output of the subjet in fae of dynamially hanging sensory inputs.A subjet an move diretly towards the target. This strategy is alled pursuit or traking strategy.It has been reported in teleost sh Aanthaluteres spilomelanurus as the preferential strategy(Lanhester and Mark, 1975), in himpanzees (Pan troglodytes), espeially at the beginning ofthe training (Iversen and Matsuzawa, 2003) and in humans in ases when the target moves slowly(Rushton et al. 1998). This strategy is not omputationally diult and requires 1) higher speed
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 61of the subjet pursuing the target, 2) maintaining the target heading at zero (see Fig. 2.0.10, partII.).
Figure 2.0.10: Part I: Simple models of intereption. A - Pure pursuit onguration. B - Head-onollision onguration. C - Reeding onguration, in whih the target heads towards a slowlymoving eetor. D - Perpendiular approah onguration. E - Vetor ombination of pursuit andperpendiular ongurations. F - Combination of head-on and perpendiular ongurations.(fromTressilian, 2005). Part II: Sheme of a pursuit strategy. Subjet ontinuously nulls the angleα(between the vetor of veloity and the target), while the angle β (angle between the vetor ofveloity and referene diretion) is not ontrolled and hanges randomly. Part III: Sheme of atrajetory of pursuiting inset, suggested by Collet and Land (1978).
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 62Knowing how to get there - Keeping a onstant angle Most widely aepted model forintereption is onstant bearing angle model, and this strategy was used for a long time by sailorsfor avoiding ollisions with landmarks (Le Brun 2002). This strategy is optimal when target movesalong a diret or onstant trajetory. In this strategy, the subjet keeps the angle between itsheading (veloity vetor) and the target onstant (Lenoir et al. 1999, Chardenon et al. 2004,Ghose 2006), (see also on angle α in Fig.2.0.9 and Fig.2.0.11 ). Alternative nomenlature alsoexists, when subjet keeps the angleα onstant - Constant Target-Heading Angle Strategy ,CTHA). Yet another type of the strategy involves the orienting angle γ onstant (Fig. 2.9 angle γand Fig. 2.0.11), alled (onstant absolute target diretion strategy , CATD).If the target moves along a straight line then these strategies result in a straight trajetory ofthe subjet. The ondition neessary is that α or γ are set in suh a way that the distanebetween the subjet and the target dereases. Subjet naturally does not have to adjust theseangles onstant ontinuously. It is suient if it ompensates for hanges in these oriented angles.Advantage of these strategies is that they are omputationally simple and errors in the estimationof α or γ are orreted during navigation. In addition, unexpeted hanges of target's movementare ompensated as well. Experiments demonstrated that humans null hanges in α andγ if theyapproah a target moving along a linear trajetory (Fajen and Warren, 2007; Lenoir et al. 2002).Ghose et al. (2006) studied how bats Eptesius fusus hase an erratially moving inset. Theauthors onluded that the bats had nulled hanges of γ (CATD strategy).
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Figure 2.0.11: A: Keeping a onstant angle α is most eetive in trajetories whih are straight E)or periodial. In G), an example of this strategy in dragony is shown (adapted from Olberg et al.(2000). C) When the target moves erratially, this strategy is not suitable, and the trajetory ofthe subjet is obviously jumped of the trak and the trajetory of the subjet has a loop-like form.B) In ontrast, keeping a onstant angle γ allows the subjet to regulate its heading exibly andinterept an eratially moving target. F) shows trajetories between a bat and a erratially movingpray, in H) ourse of the angleγ in both horizontal (solid line) and vertial (dotted line) plain isplotted (adapted from Moss et al. (2006).
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 64Knowing how to get there - Keeping onstant hanges of an angle Other strategies werealso proposed to explain the ability of humans and dogs to ath a ying ball  opti aelerationanellation strategy (OAC) (MLeod et al., 2003; MLeod et al., 2006) and linear opti trajetorystrategy (LOT) (MBeath et al., 1995; Shaer et al., 2004). The LOT strategy is not appliablein the situation in whih the target as well as the pursuer moves in a single plane. The OACstrategy or generalized OAC strategy requires that the subjet guides his/her movement in suh away that the angular elevation of the ball inreases with dereasing rate and the horizontal angle(Fig.2.0.12) between the diretion from the elder toward the plae where the ball projets on theground and a referene diretion inreases with inreasing, onstant or dereasing rate depending onthe lateral veloity of the ball movement. It is not lear whether humans an estimate the angularaelerations with enough preision nevertheless the OAC model ts the observed trajetories well(MBeath et al., 1995). It has been reported that dierent strategies an partiipate in a singlepursuit trajetory (Regan, 1998).
Figure 2.0.12: Sheme of two hypothetial strategies in whih the intereption is oupled withregulation of hange of the angle between the subjet and moving target. Ball athers are movingso that φ inreases with dereasing speed and γ inreases with a onstant rate (Optial AelerationCanellation Strategy, OAC). An alternative strategy presupposes that dφ /dγ is onstant and both
φ and γ are inreasing ( Linear Optial Trajetory Strategy, LOT) from Blahna and Klement(2008).
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 65Knowing where to go - Preditive strategy This strategy presupposes that the subjetknows in whih position the target will arrive during a given time and this strategy is usually usedfor rapid intereption events. This strategy involves higher-level omputational proess thanabove-mentioned strategies. Information an be proessed in the initial phase of intereption andusually does not require any sensory feedbak, subjets diretly navigate toward a plae of meetwith the target.Animals frequently interept a moving target along straight trajetories  howeries Eristalis andVolluella pelluens (Collett and Land, 1978); dragonies Erythemis simpliiollis and Leuor-rhinia intata (Olberg et al., 2000; Olberg et al., 2007); teleost sh Aanthaluteres spilomelanurus(Lanhester and Mark, 1975); arher sh Toxotes jaulatrix (Rossel et al., 2002); himpanzees Pantroglodytes (Iversen and Matsuzawa, 2003). One of the possible underlying strategies is preditivestrategy. Based on the information pereived during a short period of time the subjet alulatesfuture positions of the target and moves to the predited plae of ontat. Thus it keeps onstantheading diretion. Rossel et al. (2002) showed that arher sh use preditive strategy to ath afalling prey.The preditive strategy has limitations, espeially if it is used for long intervals (Regan 2003). Itrequires that the variables upon whih the predition is made are preisely estimated and that thetarget does not hange its movement. For these limitations preditive strategy or preprogrammedmovement is used to explain target-approahing behavior in situations when there is no time forpereptuomotor feedbak (Tresilian, 2005).Brain and the moving targets Generally, there exist only a few studies in various animalspeies, showing roles of dierent brain strutures engaged in proessing of moving targets. Thesestrutures were desribed in sensory, assoiative and motor systems at dierent levels of informationproessing. For example, target seletive desending neurons from dorsal parts of dragony eyesseem to be involved in intereption (Frey and Olberg, 1995). These neurons are interonneted with
CHAPTER 2. NAVIGATION IN THE MOVING WORLD 66neurons for oordination of ying. In arher sh (Toxotes jaulatrix ) a small group of Mauthnerells from retiular formation is responsible for fast and aurate preditive behavior (Fetho et al.2004, Shlegel and Shuster 2008). In a toad (Bufo bufo), hunting ying inset, an engagement ofhypothalamo-striato-erebellar iruit in motor and regulatory omponents was shown (Finkenstädand Evert, 1988).Reently, several eletrophysiologial studies on monkeys have brought a onsistent view how ner-vous system proesses information about a moving target. Neurons whose ativity was sensitivefor monitoring moving targets were reported in supplementary eye elds. Subgroups of these neu-rons were sensitive to expetations of hange of target movement (Heinen 1995). These subgroupsrepresent dierent expeted diretion of target's movement. They ompete against eah other(Hemptinne et al. 2008). Eskandar and Assad (2002) also found neurons in lateral intraparietalortex (LIP) with ring speiity for diretion of a moving target. Interestingly, these neuronswere ative hundreds of milliseond before the movement started. The authors interpreted thesendings as predition of the upoming diretion of the target motion (Eskandar and Assad 2002).Despite spatial behavior has been extensively studied in rodents, there is a lak of studies exploringinteration of rodents with moving targets (Klement et al. 2008, attahed in the thesis). It is stillan open question whether rodent positional and head diretion systems play an important rolein proessing of information about moving targets. Funtions of these systems have been studiedin detail in a stable environment. Only a few studies addressed the role of these systems inmoving environment (Klement et al. 2008) but only one reorded hippoampal neurons while ratsinterated with a moving objet (Ho et al. 2008). Ho and his olleagues trained the rats to belose to the moving objet. It is a very simple behavioral model of mutual interation between arat and a target. Despite the neuronal ativity was analyzed in detail, the behavioral aspets werestudied rather superially.
Part II
Aims of the dissertation
67
68Despite intense researh into spatial behavior, most of experiments done in animal speies andhumans exploited stable world onditions. However, world is rather dynami than stable and isomposed by time hanges between positions of targets or plaes. In general, we an ask if livingorganisms pereive and proess stable and dynami world in the same manner and whih brainstrutures are neessary for proessing of the dynami world. We an also searh for dierenesof navigation strategies for dynami or stable world. The literature summarized above showsthat despite many experiments in dynami environments performed in various animal speies andhumans, only few of them use laboratory rats as a model organism. Nevertheless, rats and rodentsgenerally are useful biomodels for studying relationships between spei types of behavior andbrain strutures, whih provide neural substrate for these behaviors. We therefore deided toevaluate behavior in a dynami environment in three dierent paradigms. First paradigm testedbehavior of rats in a modied arousel maze (also known as the AAPA task, see Figures 2.0.4 and2.0.5), where solely the inertial inputs available to animals were manipulated while keeping otherfators onstant. In next two paradigms we evaluated spatial behavior of rats in the environmentwith moving target involving "esape" or "approah" model of behavior. Yet another study aimedat testing the hypothesis that parietal ortex lesion would produe seletive deit in the spatialavoidane dened either by distal visual ues or by proximal marks on the arena. Main aims ofthe dissertation were the following:1. Evaluation of the role of inertial stimuli for spatial behavior in the dynami worldon the arousel arena2. Development of a suitable spatial task involving dynami world, in whih ratsinterat with a moving objet.3. Testing the hypothesis that posterior parietal ortex is neessary for spatial avoid-ane of an unmarked plae dened by proximal or distal ues.4. Testing the hypothesis that rat hippoampus is neessary for proessing of infor-mation about an aversively reinfored moving objet (i.e. mobile robot).




71Animal welfare and manipulationsSubjetsThe subjets used for experiments were male adult Long-Evans rats obtained from the breedingolony of the Institute of Physiology, AS CR. All animals were three-month-old at the beginning ofthe eah experiment and weighted between 250 g and 300 g. They were housed in groups of two tothree per age in a temperature-ontrolled animal room (20 - 22°C) with a 12/12 hours light/darkyle with light on at 7:00. Food and water were freely available. The rats were aommodated inthe animal room at least for 10 days before the experiment started. All experimental proedureswere arried out during the light period of the yle. The proedures were in aordane withguidelines of the Animal Protetion At of the Czeh Republi, National Institutes of Health(NIH) and with the diretive of the European Communities Counil (86/609/EEC).Initial manipulations with the animals in aversively motivated experi-mentsIn general, we have used aversively motivated behavioral proedures. Rats whih were trainedto avoid denied setor on the arousel arena or denied irular setor dened by the position ofmoving objet undergo some ommon proedures. Eah animal was handled by the experimenterfor two to three minutes onn three onseutive days. After the last handling day, rats' skin on thenek was piered by a hypodermi needle. The sharp end of the needle was bent into a losed loopin order to prevent the needle from slipping out of the skin. The proedure was arried in awakerats as they tolerated this proedure well. During training sessions the needle was eletriallyonneted to the devie for delivering eletrial urrent by a wire.
72Carousel arenaIn the main part of this setion was evaluated the importane for learning proess of the inertialstimuli, generated by the rotation on the arousal arena task.Original data were alredy publishedby the authors Blahna et al. (2011). The original manusript is attahed on this thesis.Seond study on the arousel arena task has evaluated the role of the posterior parietal ortex inthe arousal arena task. Method and most important results from the study were adapted andmodied from the original paper written by the authors Svoboda et al. (2009). Manusript isattahed on this thesis.2.1 Inertial stimuli in the arousel arena task2.1.1 ApparatusThe apparatus onsisted of a irular arena (diameter = 79 m) surrounded by an annular belt(inner diameter = 80 m, outer diameter = 130 m) (Fig.2.1.1). The arena and the belt ouldbe rotated independently of eah other by two eletromotors loated below the arena and belowthe belt. The arena wall (height = 40 m) was transparent. The belt wall (height = 100 m)was a blak urtain ompleted above with a blak annular board (inner diameter = 65 m, outerdiameter 130 m) (Figure 2.1.1). The belt, the blak urtain and the blak annular board formedan enlosed spae around the arena. A subjet on the arena ould see only a part of the eilingof the experimental room right above the arena through the opening in the annular board. Threesalient ues were attahed to the blak urtain. A white ard (width = 42 m, height = 55 m)was on the west 34 m above the arena. Another white ard of the same size was on the northeast38 m above the arena. A lamp was loated on the east 80 m above the arena. The lamp was theonly soure of light in the experimental room. It illuminated the enlosed spae around the arena.There was a amera loated above the arena. The amera was onneted to a omputer-based
73traking system (iTrak, Bio-Signal Group, USA) loated in an adjaent room. Sine the arena orthe belt rotated during experiments, a subjet's position on the arena ould be represented withrespet to the referene frame dened by the arena or with respet to the referene frame dened bythe belt. The omputer-based traking system reorded both positions with 40 ms sampling rateby traking two infrared light emitting diodes. One diode was attahed to a subjet on the arena,the other was attahed either to the arena or to the belt depending whih part of the apparatuswas rotating. Traking the seond diode made it possible to alulate position of a subjet withrespet to the rotating referene frame. The omputer-based traking system also ontrolled adevie for delivering eletrial urrent. When ativated, a subjet felt an aversive stimulus on itspaws.2.1.2 Behavioral trainingThe rats (n=14) were habituated to the arena in 5 to 8 min sessions arried out in two onseutivedays. The arena and the belt were stable during the habituation sessions. The animals ould freelyexplore the arena as no aversive stimuli were delivered. After the habituation sessions the ratswere randomly divided into two groups of equal size (Groups A and B). The groups were trainedeither in the 6 standard ative plae avoidane task or in a modied ative plae avoidane task.Group A was rst trained in the standard task for six days (Phase 1) and then in the modiedtask for four days (Phase 2). The training in the modied task lasted only four days beause therats mastered it already in two days. One rat from Group A (rat -12) learned slower, therefore,it was trained in both tasks for six days. Group B was rst trained in the modied task for sixdays (Phase 1) and then in the standard task for another six days (Phase 2). One rat from GroupB (rat -8) was trained in the standard task for only four days. This rat solved the modied taskas good as the standard task already in the rst session of Phase 2. The to-be-avoided setor wasloated on the South of the belt (azimuth 180) in Phase 1 and on the North-Northeast (azimuth22.5) in Phase 2. The rats were trained in one 20-min session eah day.
742.1.3 Standard ative plae avoidane taskIn the standard ative plae avoidane task the rats were trained on the rotating arena to avoid a60° wide hidden setor dened in the referene frame of the belt (Fig. 2.1.1B). The belt was stable.The arena rotated lokwise one revolution per minute. The rats ould move freely over the arena,however, they reeived aversive stimulus (eletrial shok) after entering into the to-be-avoidedsetor. The entrane into the to-be-avoided setor was ounted if a rat stayed there for at least 0.5s. The eletrial shok had intensity 0.4 mA and lasted 0.5 s. If the rat did not leave the setorthen the aversive stimulus was repeated every 1.5 s. A new entrane into the to-be-avoided setorwas ounted after the subjet has been outside of the setor for at least 1.5 s.2.1.4 Modied ative plae avoidane taskThe modied ative plae avoidane task was idential to the standard task exept the arena wasstable and the belt rotated around it (Figure 2.1.1 C). The belt rotated ounter-lokwise withspeed of one revolution per minute.2.1.5 Data analysisRats' trajetories in the arena frame and in the belt frame as well as times of delivery of aversivestimuli were analyzed using MatLab funtions written by the authors. We evaluated four ommonlymeasured variables whih have been previously shown to haraterize behavior in the ative plaeavoidane task well. They were number of entranes into the to-be-avoided setor, maximum timespent outside the to-be-avoided setor, time to the rst entrane into the to-be-avoided setor andpath length. We used t-test, one way ANOVA with repeated measures and two-way ANOVA withrepeated and non-repeated measures for statistial analyzes. If needed, Tukey's post ho test wasused for multiple omparisons. The level of signiane was set to 0.05. To make the distributionof the variables more similar to normal distribution and of similar varianes, the variables were
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Figure 2.1.1: A. Behavioral apparatus. B. Shemati illustration of the standard ative plaeavoidane task (Carousel arena). A rat on the rotating arena was trained to avoid a 60-deg setordened with respet to stable belt. C. Shemati illustration of the modied ative plae avoidanetask. A rat on the stable arena was required to avoid a 60-deg setor dened with respet to therotating belt (Adapted from Blahna et.al, 2011).
76trans formed before statistial testing. Number of entranes (N) was transformed to log (N+1),maximum time avoidane (Tmax) was transformed to log (Tmax) and time to the rst entrane(T1) was transformed to log (T1 +1). No trans formation was used for path length (L).2.2 Role of the posterior parietal ortex2.2.1 Surgial proeduresRats were operated like a sham-ontrol group (ontrol, n = 10) or like a posterior parietal ortexlesion (parietal, n = 10) group. Rats were anesthetized with xylazine (40 mg/kg, i.p.) andketamine (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and than plaed in Kopf stereotaxi frame. The skull was exposed andtwo openings were drilled into the skull to expose the brain at the following oordinates relativeto the bregma: AP =0.5 to =5.5, L 1 to 6. Bilateral thermooagulation lesions of PPC weremade by applying the tip (diameter = 0.5 mm) of a alibrated soldering iron (temperature 180 °C)diretly to the dura mater for 0.5 s at various points within exposed area until the entire surfaewas touhed. Sham-operated rats underwent the same proedure exept for applying the solderingtip to the dura. The thermooagulation lesions were previously shown to be eetive and safe forthe animals (Save and Moghaddam 1996, Save et al. 2000). Sterile gelfoam was then plaed in theopenings and the wound was sutured, followed by loal appliation of lidoain and an antisepti.The rats were then left 14 days to reover.2.2.2 Behavioral proeduresTwo variants of the arousel arena were used. In rst variant the to-be-avoided setor was denedby the referene frame of the arena. Arena setor rotated together with the arena (See Fig. 2.0.5 A).Animals were trained to avoid the setor in darkness. Animals were motivated to explore the arenaby searh the pellets sattered from the feeder loated above the arena. In seond variant animals
77were trained to avoid the to-be-avoided setor dened by the room referene frame. Priniple ofthis version was already desribed in ( See Figures: 2.0.5 B, 2.1.1 B).
782.3 Enemy Avoidane Task2.3.1 ApparatusAn experimental arena is desribed in Fig 2.3.1. Experiments took plae on a irular featurelessarena (diameter 85 m) elevated 1 m above the oor. The arena was enlosed by a 50-m-highdark blak paper ylinder to eliminate any disturbing eets of the extramaze environment. Aneletrially grounded oor was made from ne wire mesh. Both animals were released into thearena simultaneously, but to opposite positions. An overhead infrared amera mounted on theeiling monitored two light-emitting diodes (LEDs): a smaller one, attahed by a plasti strapto the bak of the to-be-avoided rat (enemy rat), and a larger LED, attahed to the subjet rat.Coordinates of both LEDs were sampled at 50 Hz, olleted by ustom-made omputer-basedsoftware and stored in the omputer for o-line analysis. In order to motivate the rats to explorethe whole environment, small pasta pellets (with average weight of 15 mg) were sattered froman overhead automated feeder over the arena every 10 s. The subjet rat reeived a omputer-ontrolled shok (alternating urrent; 50 Hz; 500 ms) through a needle onneted to a shok-delivering able whenever the distane between the two rats dropped below 25 m for at least100 ms. If the distane had not inreased within 500 ms following the 39 footshok, additionalfootshoks were delivered every 500 ms, until the subjet rats esaped from the enemy rat. Sinethe rats displayed onsiderable variability in the sensitivity threshold to eletri footshok, itsintensity was set individually for eah rat as the lowest value to eliit negative reinforement, butto prevent freezing. The urrent value used for footshoks ranged from 0.2 mA to 1.2 mA. Shokswere delivered through the implanted low-impedane needle and grounded arena oor; the highestvoltage drop was between rats' paws and the oor; therefore the animals most likely pereived theshok in their limbs.
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Figure 2.3.1: The experimental apparatus used in the enemy avoidane task. (A) The experimentalarena with an eletrially grounded oor made of ne wire mesh. Both rats are equipped withinfrared LEDs of dierent sizes and the subjet rat (left) is onneted to a omputerized trakingsystem (E), whih makes it possible to deliver mild eletri footshoks exlusively to the subjetanimal. The Enemy rat (right) is depited with a surrounding annulus representing the punisheddistane of 25 m. (B) Infrared sensitive amera. (C) Automated feeder delivering small pastapellets. (D) Pellet dispensera plasti ap with several holes ensures random dispersal of foodpellets delivered by the feeder (C). Adapted from Telensky et al., submitted)
802.3.2 Avoidane of a onspeiBehavioral trainingRats (n = 10) were handled for 5 min daily and habituated to the arena for 5 days prior to theirrandom assignment to subjet-enemy pairs. Then, a pretraining phase of 14 days started, duringwhih the pairs were trained to searh for pasta pellets randomly sattered over the arena surfae.No shoks were delivered during this phase. Eah daily session lasted 20 min and was arried outbetween 13:00 and 18:00. Upon nishing this 14-day period, both subjet and enemy groups ofanimals were fully habituated to the arena, i.e. they did not display any apparent behavioral marksof anxiety typial of open eld spaes (suh as inreased level of thigmotaxis, redued loomotion,freezing, et.) and they learned to ollet the food pellets eiently. In the following aquisitionphase (16 days) the subjets were trained to avoid of the enemy rat, whih was reinfored by mildeletri footshoks, delivered whenever the subjet rat ame or stayed loser than 25 m. Sinethere was little improvement in performane within the rst four sessions (regular sessions 14), wetrained the animals the following 4 days (auxiliary sessions 14) with the enemy restrained to a wiremesh box, thus minimizing the possibility that the enemy atively approahes the subjet. Afternishing these four auxiliary sessions, we ontinued with the training sessions (regular sessions516) under standard onditions (with enemy rat moving freely again).Data analysis and statistisTraks of the enemy and subjet animals were analyzed oine using a ustom-based softwareprogrammed in QuikBasi 7 (Mirosoft, CR) by Petr Telensky and Jan Svoboda. The followingparameters were extrated from the traks and analyzed quantitatively for subjet rats: Numberof errors  number of entranes into the punishable region (i.e., 25 m or less from the enemyrat); Total distane  total path length (in meters) walked by a subjet rat in every 20-min session;Periphery dwelling  Perentage of total time spent in the peripheral part of the arena. The
81periphery was dened as the outer annulus overing half of the arena surfae (width of the annulusbeing approximately 30 m). For analysis, animals were divided into Subjet and Enemy groupson the basis of whether they reeived shoks or not. The number of errors per 1 m of distane anda fration of distane traveled by subjet and enemy rats in 3-s interval preeding an error was alsoanalyzed. For statistial analysis, a one-way ANOVA was used with repeated measures on dailysessions. ANOVA was followed by a NewmanKeuls post ho test (Statistia, StatSoft, CR) whenappropriate. For omparison of Enemy and Subjet groups within a session, or for omparisonof either group in two suessive sessions, a t-test or paired t-test was used, respetively. Thesigniane was aepted at a probability level of 5%.2.3.3 Avoidane of a robotIn these experiments, we modied the task: we hanged the enemy rat with a neutral objet withmore preditable harater of movement. This improved paradigm resulted in better performaneof the animals to avoid the moving objet. We have also examined the role of the hippoampus. Thedata obtained from the experiments with hippoampal inativation are now in per-review proess.The artile manusript was written by the authors Telensky et al. (2009). The manusript wassubmitted and is attahed to this thesis. Text of method and results were adapted and adjustedfrom this original paper.The robotThe robot used in this experiment was a ustom-made eletroni devie ontrolled by a pro-grammable integrated iruit. The robot was assembled by Pavel Jiroutek, our tehnial ollab-orator and a student of ybernetis. Basi onstrution onsists of aluminum hassis with twotration wheels on the sides of the robot, eah driven by an independent eletri atuator. Theonstrution was weight-balaned and equipped with a small unpowered front wheel to ensurestability. Both tration wheels ran at equal speeds, only during turns their diretions were oppo-
82site. The robot was equipped with three sensors. Two opto-isolators were attahed to the wheelsontrolling speed and distane and a miroswith was added to a retrative front bumper. Onethe bumper hit the wall of the arena, the swith was ativated. Suh a hit ould be followed bya user-dened period of inativity (we used 15 s to ease the task moderately). The robot thenmoved bakwards, turned random angle and ran forward until hitting the wall again. The rangeof hosen angles ould be limited by operating personnel (we used angles between 90 and 270°).The ontrols onsisted of speed seletors between seven speed levels 4-28 m/s, program swithesand a remote-ontrolled/self-direting mode swith. Inner parts and ontrols were proteted byremovable tting over made of aluminum plate. A large diode was plaed on the top of the robotfor traking purposes. Power was provided by ve rehargeable AA type batteries. The robot was17 m long, 16 m wide, and 12 m high.Surgial proeduresFourteen days before the start of training proedure, were the rats under the ketamine (50 mg/kg,i.p.) and xylazine (15 mg/kg, i.p.) anesthesia mounted in a Kopf stereotaxi apparatus. Two holesin the rat ranium (1 mm in diameter) were drilled at AP -4.5, L ± 3.0 relative to bregma. Twoneedles (0.7 mm diam.) were stereotaxially inserted through the two openings in the ranial bone2.5 mm below the skull surfae. Both needles were xed to the skull with dental ement. Theanimals were left to reover 14 days after the surgery.Hippoampal inativationWe used bilateral infusion of tetrodotoxin (TTX) a potent bloker of voltage-gated sodium hannelsfor the temporal inativation of the dorsal part of the hippoampus. One day before this proedureanimals were habituated to the inativation proedure. Forty minutes before the inativationsession on day 7 of the avoidane training, 5 ng of TTX in 1 µl of physiologial saline was manuallyinfused into eah hippoampus during 1 min via an infusion annula (0.45 mm O.D.) attahed to
83a 5 µl Hamilton syringe by polyethylene tubing. The tip of the infusion needle protruded fromthe guide annula by 1 mm, so that total distane of the infusion site from the skull surfae was3.5 mm. The infusion annula was left in plae for another minute after the infusion before it wasslowly withdrawn. The same proedure was used to infuse 1 µl of saline forty minutes before theontrol session on day 8.Behavioral trainingAll animals (n = 20) were in rst part of the training habituated to the arena set-up. First twodays were animals habituated 20 minutes on the arena. Rats learn to forage for barley pelletsdispersed on the arena in 10 seond intervals. Following habituation the animals were trained inthe enemy avoidane task. In this task, the rst group of rats (M group, n = 10), similarly likein a onspei avoidane task,were trained to forage while avoiding a moving objet (in this asea mobile robot). A mild eletri foot-shok was used as negative reinforement. The robot waspreprogrammed to move straight forward at a speed of 10 m/s until it hit the wall. Then it waitedfor 15 seonds, turned within a random angle between 90 and 270° and ran again. In seond groupof animals (S group, n= 10), the robot was swithed o and plaed at the border of the arena,with its front part faing the wall. After the rst 10 minutes, the robot was transferred by theexperimenter to the opposite setor of the arena.2.3.4 Data analysis and statistisThe performane of the subjets was evaluated as total session number of shoks given after en-tranes into the punishment irular area. Sine the presene of anxious stimuli may interfere withoverall degree of loomotion and spatial distribution (animals in presene of potentially stressfulstimuli tend to keep to the walls of the arena, i.e. they are thigmotaxi) we measured also thetotal path and the level of thigmotaxis. For the latter parameter analysis, the arena was dividedinto an inner irle and outer annulus, having equal surfae. A sampled spot was onsidered as
84thigmotaxi if it was found to our on the 44 outer annulus. In the M and S groups, propertraining took a total of 8 daily sessions. The TTX was applied bilaterally to the hippoampion the seventh session, while saline was administered on the eighth. For statistial evaluation, aone-way ANOVA with SESSIONS as repeated measures (within subjet fator) was used, followedby a Newman-Keuls post-ho test to detet dierenes between partiular sessions. In the PLand PS groups, proper training lasted 7 daily sessions. A two-way ANOVA with SESSION aswithin subjet fator and GROUP as between subjets fator was used in this ase, followed by aNewman-Keuls post-ho test. All p's were aepted as signiant at level p<0.05.HistologyAfter nish of the behavioral proedures, the animals were anesthetized by ketamine. When ratwere in deep level of anesthesia, we injeted blak ink thru the implanted annulae whih wereused for temporal inativation of the dorsal part of the hippoampus for orientational ontrol ofthe distribution of the TTX. Distribution of the ink veried the loalization of the infusion sites.The animals were then transardially perfused with saline and subsequently with 4% formaldehydesolution. Brains were removed, saturated in 30% surose overnight, frozen, and setioned in 50-µm oronal setions. Every tenth setion was stained with resyl violet and the loations of theinfusion sites were veried (Fig. 2.7.5).2.4 Rat intereption behaviorNew behavioral task testing navigation of the rats toward the moving target will be introdued .The basi strategies of navigation were tested in the pilot study. Development of the behavior andthe role of the shape of the moving objet trajetory were tested in the onseutive study. We alsotested role of the shape of the moving target trajetory on intereption behavior. This study waswritten by the authors Daniel Klement and Karel Blahna. The manusript was already submitted.
85SubjetsThe subjets were adult male Long Evans rats obtained from the breeding olony of the Instituteof Physiology, Aademy of Sienes of the Czeh Republi. Animals were trained in both thepilot (n=7) and the onseutive (n=5) study. They were housed in a temperature-ontrolledenvironment at 21 C°. Food and water were freely available. All manipulations were performedduring the light phase of a 12/12 hours light/dark yle. The proedures were in aordane withguidelines of the Animal Protetion At of the Czeh Republi, National Institutes of Health (NIH)and with the diretive of the European Communities Counil (86/609/EEC).2.4.1 Pilot studyApparatusThe apparatus was a irular water pool (192 m in diameter) situated in an experimental roomwith many ues along the walls. A video amera onneted to a DVD-reorder was above theenter of the pool.Behavioral trainingThe rats were trained to esape from the water by reahing a moving target. The target was apiee of a white polystyrene (15 m) held by an experimenter at the level of water surfae. Thetarget moved along the wall of the pool as the experimenter walked around the pool with thetarget in its hand. The speed of the target was not onstant but it utuated either around aonstant or a slowly hanging value. If a rat touhed the target then the experimenter took therat out of the pool and plaed it in its homeage. The interval between two onseutive sessionsranged from 15 to 20 minutes. Eah rat was trained for 6 to 8 sessions per a training day. Duringthe rst 6 training days a vertial stik (1 m in diameter, extending 40 m above water surfae)was plaed in the enter of the pool. The experimenter put a rat into the pool and waited until the
86rat touhed the stik. Then the experimenter plaed his hand with the target to the water surfaeand begun to walk. Three starting loations of the target (Northeast, Northwest, South) hangedbetween sessions in a pseudorandom manner. The purpose of the stik was to ontrol startingposition of the rats. The rats were always at the stik when the target appeared. In the rst twotraining days the target was stationary. The rats learned to swim to the stik making the targetavailable and then to the target to get out of water. In the 3rd training day the target movedslower than the maximum swimming speed of the rats. We did not ontrol speed of the targetpreisely as it depended on the ability of the experimenter to ontrol his walking speed during asession as well as between sessions. Despite of it it was an easy task for the experimenter to ndout whether he moves faster or slower than the rats an swim. Diretion of target's movement(lokwise, ounter-lokwise) hanged between session in a pseudorandom manner. The rats hadto swim to the stik in the enter of the pool. After touhing the stik the target appeared and therats ould swim toward the moving target to esape from the water. Sine the 4th training daythe target moved either slower or faster than the maximum swimming speed of the rats. The rstdaily session started with slow movement of the target. In the remaining sessions the slow and fastmovement hanged in a pseudorandom manner. The rats frequently did not ath the target whenit moved fast. In this ase the experimenter removed the target from the pool and waited untilthe rat touhed the stik. Then the next trial began. We removed the stik from the pool after 6training days beause the rats quite frequently stopped swimming toward the target and returnedto the stik in the fast sessions. We ontinued training without the stik for another 6 days. Therats were put into the pool and left there for several seonds. The experimenter waited until therat swam into the opposite half of the pool to the intended starting position of the target. Thenhe approahed the pool and started to walked along it until the rat touhed the target in his hand.If the rat did not reah the target within 5 minutes the experimenter stopped his movement andwaited for the rat. To eliminate trivial solution of the task in whih the rat waits for the targetat the wall or swims along the wall toward the target, the experimenter lifted the polystyrene and
87returned it bak to the water surfae after he passed the animal being at the wall. As before thestarting positions of the target (Northeast, Northwest, South), diretion of movement (lokwise,ounter-lokwise) and speed (exept the rst daily session when it was slow) hanged betweensessions in a pseudorandom manner.Data analysisThe sessions were reorded on a DVD reorder with a sampling rate of 25 frames per seond.MatLab funtions written by the authors were used to extrat trajetories of both a rat and thetarget and to proess them. We traked two points on the rat (enter of gravity and tip of rat'snose) and one point on the target (enter of gravity). The trajetories were smoothed with a5-point running mean. Veloity vetor was alulated from the smooth trajetories as dierenebetween two positions reorded 400 ms apart divided by the duration of this interval. From theveloity vetor we alulated speed and heading diretion of the rat and of the target. Rat's speedwas alulated from the trajetory of the enter of gravity. This ensured that the speed was smallwhen the rat rotated on a plae. All the other parameters were alulated from the trajetory ofthe rat's nose. The reason for this was that the nose trajetory was easier to interpret than thetrajetory of the enter of gravity. The rats made ontat with the target with front parts. Inaddition they were able to quikly hange movement of their front parts while their bodies tendedto ontinue in the previous diretion. As the result the intended hanges in heading diretion wererst visible in the nose trajetory and with a delay and less learly in the body trajetory. Wealulated oriented angles α,β and γ (Fig. 2.4.1 and 2.0.9). α is an oriented angle between rat'sheading diretion and the rat-to-target diretion.Value of α is positive if the rat swims ahead of thetarget movement (up to 180°). Angle β is an oriented angle between rat's heading diretion anda referene diretion. The referene diretion was hosen as the diretion from the entre of thepool to the future plae of ontat. For the ounter-lokwise movement of the target, is positiveif the rat swims toward a point on the wall whih is to the left (up to 180) of the future plae of
88ontat. For the lokwise movement of the target it is the other way round. Momentary hangesof dα, dβ and dγ of the orresponding oriented angles were alulated as the angular dierenesof two oriented angles 400 ms apart divided by the duration of this interval. We also alulated soalled predition error (Err) as the distane between the animal and the target whih would ariseat the moment the subjet would reah the wall given its urrent speed and heading diretion (Fig.2.4.1). If the animal reahes the wall before the target arrives at that point the predition error ispositive. If the animal reahes the wall after the target passed through this plae the preditionerror is negative. The level of signiane was set to 0.05 in statistial tests.
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Figure 2.4.1: Shemati illustration of navigation towards a target moving in linear way (part A)and towards a target moving along the wall of a irular maze (Part B shows the present presenttask). Oriented angles α, β, and γ and the predition error Err are shown.
902.4.2 Conseutive studyThis study extended the pilot study in several aspets. First: The movable programmable platformwas used. Seond: We evaluated development of learning of intereption. Third: We ontrol mutualstarting loations between the animal and robot. Fourth: Animals were exposed to both linearand urved trajetories of the target.ApparatusThe apparatus was a irular water pool (192 m in diameter) situated in an experimental roomwith many ues along the walls. The starting position for rat was a metal rod. The target was aremote ontrolled, movable robot (40 x16x 9,m) wearing a mobile visible squared platform (12,5x12,5x 5,m) (gure 2.4.2 ). The movable robot with the platform was ontrolled by a remote ontrolsystem. In ase of an experimental sessions with a urved trajetories (CT) the robot ridden onthe edge of the irular pool, in ase of an experimental sessions with a linear trajetories (LT)the robot ridden on the edge of a plain desk situated inside the water pool. Color of both the wallof pool and desk was white, olor the platform was blak. An experiment was reorded a ameraentered above the enter of the pool and was onneted to a DVD-reorder.Behavioral trainingThe rats were trained to esape from the water by touhing a platform attahed by the robot.Starting positions were determinately xed on positions shematially desribed in the Figure2.4.2. A-B. If a rat touhed the platform then the robot stopped its movement and the animalwas taken from the water out of the pool and plaed it in its homeage. The interval betweentwo onseutive sessions ranged from 5 to 10 minutes. Eah rat was trained for 20 - 24 shortnavigation sessions per a training day. A starting plae was a vertial stik plaed inside thepool. The target platform was not available at the beginning of the session. When a rat touhedthe stik, the target started moved and platform beame available for animal by down-vertial
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Figure 2.4.2: A: Left- Sheme of experimental design. Rat navigated toward a moving robot withplatform moving along a urved trajetory at the water maze wall. Right - Conguration betweenthe starting positions of the rat and the target. B: Left - Sheme of experimental design, in whihrats navigated toward a goal moving along a straight trajetory. Right - Conguration between thestarting positions of the rat and the target. C: Parameters used for analysis. Left - angle α Rigth- Predition Error.
92movement. In eah navigation session we ontrolled both starting position of the rat and startingposition of the target relatively to eah other and with respet to the room frame (see Fig. 2.4.2A-B). The target and the rat were given in eah session pseudorandomly for their start positionsand partiular bloks. The speed of the target was always lower than the maximal speed of the rat. We hanged target speed pseudorandomly between sessions but it remained onstant during thesessions. Training proedure onsisted of a two day pretraining part in whih animals learned tonavigate toward the stable and very slowly moving platform. Sine the day three rats were trainedto navigate toward a moving target.Data analysisThe sessions were reorded on a DVD-reorder with a sampling rate of 25 frames per seond.MatLab funtions written by the authors were used to extrat trajetories of both a rat and thetarget and to proess them. We traked two points on the rat (enter of gravity and tip of rat'snose) and one point on the target (enter of gravity). The trajetories were smoothed with a5-point running mean. Veloity vetor was alulated from the smooth trajetories as dierenebetween two positions reorded 400 ms apart divided by the duration of this interval. From theveloity vetor we alulated speed and heading diretion of the rat and of the target. Rat's speedwas alulated from the trajetory of the enter of gravity. This ensured that the speed was smallwhen the rat rotated on a plae. All the other variables were alulated from the trajetory ofthe rat's nose. The reason for this was that the nose trajetory was easier to interpret than thetrajetory of the enter of gravity. The rats made ontat with the target with front parts. Inaddition they were able to quikly hange movement of their front parts while their bodies tendedto ontinue in the previous diretion. As the result the intended hanges in heading diretion wererst visible in the nose trajetory and with a delay and less learly in the body trajetory.In this follow up study we had foused on seleted parameters of intereption. For analysis wealulated oriented angle α, whih is an oriented angle between rat's heading diretion and the rat-




952.5 Inertial stimuli in the arousel arenaText of results were adapted from original manusript of Blahna et. al (2011)In Phase 1 the two groups of rats, A (n=7) and B (n= 7), were trained in the standard andmodied ative avoidane task, respetively. In Phase 2 the two tasks were swapped between thegroups.2.5.1 Phase 1The to-be-avoided setor was on the South (180) during Phase 1. Six rats trained in the standardative plae avoidane task (Group A) learned the task within six sessions (Figure2.5.1, Sessions 1-6). Only one rat (rat #12) performed onsiderably worse than the other rats (Fig.2.5.1, Sessions 1-6). Its performane improved slower. On the ontrary, six out of seven rats trained in the modiedative plae avoidane task (Group B) did not improve during these six sessions (Figure2.5.1,Sessions 1-6). One rat from Group B (rat #8) learned the task equally well as the rats fromGroup A (Fig. 2.5.1, Sessions 1-6). We ompared performane of both groups in the beginningof the training (Session 1) and after reahing stable level of performane (Session 6) by two-wayANOVA with group" as between subjet fator and session" as within subjet fator. Sine theperformane in the ative plae avoidane task is ommonly assessed by four variables (see setionData analysis in Material and Methods), we ran four separate statistial tests. Two variables,number of entranes into the to-be-avoided setor" and maximum time spend outside the to-be-avoided setor ; reet ognitive abilities of the subjet. The third variable, time to the rstentrane into the to-be-avoided setor, also reets ognitive abilities of the subjet plus its long-term memory for the loation of the to-be-avoided setor aquired in the previous sessions. Thefourth variable, path length, reets loomotor ativity of the subjet. The groups diered in thenumber of entranes (F(1,12) = 13.01, p = 0.0036), in the maximum time avoidane (F(1,12) =15.32, p = 0.0021) and in the time to the rst entrane (F(1,12) = 14.20, p = 0.0027) but not
96in the path length (F(1,12) = 1.32, p = 0.2727). Session 1 diered from Session 6 in the numberof entranes (F(1,12) = 22.81, p = 0.0005), in the maximum time avoidane (F(1,12) = 25.40,p = 0.0003) and in the time to the rst entrane (F(1,12) = 16.51, p = 0.0016) but not in thepath length (F(1,12) = 0.03, p = 0.8623). Figure 2.5.1 indiates that the dierenes betweenSession 1 and Session 6 are due to the improvement of Group A as the performane of Group Bdid not hange. This is also reeted in the interation of the fators "group" and "session". Theinteration was signiant for the number of entranes (F(1,12) = 12.40, p = 0.0042) and for themaximum time avoidane (F(1,12) = 7.96, p = 0.0154) but not for the time to the rst entrane(F(1,12) = 1.06, p = 0.3232) and for the path length (F(1,12) = 0.44, p = 0.5180). Subjet'sposition on the arena an be expressed in polar oordinate system with origin in the enter of thearena and with zero angle in the enter of the to-be-avoided setor. The angular omponent ofthis polar representation (see angle φ in Figure 1B) expresses subjet's position with respet to theto-be-avoided setor. A plot of the angle φ as a funtion of time brings a detail view on subjet'sbehavior during a session (Figures 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 - aversive stimuli are denoted by blak dots)(Fajnerova, Kenney, Klement, unpublished data). When a rat is sitting, the angle φ is dereasingat a onstant rate (see the referene slope in Figures 2.5.2 and 2.5.3). If the rat is moving in thediretion of arena rotation the angleφ is dereasing at faster rate. If the rat is moving against arenarotation faster, at the same speed or slower than the arena rotates then the angle φ is inreasing,onstant or dereasing at slower rate than the referene slope. The radial omponent of the polaroordinate system is less important for desribing subjets' behavior during sessions. Most of thetime rats are lose to the arena wall. For example, the rats in the present experiment spent 80%of time near the arena wall (up to 11.5 m from the arena wall) and only 20% in the entral partof the arena (up to 28 m from the enter of the arena) whih overed the same area as the 11.5m wide annulus along the wall. In addition, moving towards or away of the enter of the arenadoes not help the subjet to avoid the to-be-avoided setor. Figure 2.5.2 shows behavior of atypial rat (rat #1) in the standard ative plae avoidane task in the beginning of the training
97(Session 1) and after reahing the stable level of performane (Session 6). In the beginning ofSession 1, the rat moved rather haotially. Later, it responded to the aversive stimulus by shortruns either in the diretion or against the diretion of the arena rotation. Otherwise the rat wassitting. In Session 6, the rat avoided the to-be-avoided setor well. It alternated sitting with shortruns against the diretion of the arena rotation. The runs, avoidane reations, had been initiatedbefore the rat reeived aversive stimuli. The runs were short enough suh the rat did not enter intothe to-be-avoided setor from the other side. Rat #8 from Group B whih learned the modiedative plae avoidane task behaved similarly to this rat. Figure 2.5.3 shows behavior of a typialrat (rat #11) in the modied ative plae avoidane task. The behavior is shown in the beginningof the training (Session 1) and in the end of the training (Session 6). The rat was sitting most ofthe time, espeially at the end of Session 6. It responded to the aversive stimuli by short runs inthe diretion of the arena rotation.2.5.2 Phase 2One rat from Group B (rat #8) learned the modied ative plae avoidane task. It indiatedthat rats an solve this task even though only small number of them is able to learn an eetivestrategy. We tested whether mastering the standard task an help to solve the modied task.Therefore we swapped the two tasks between the groups. In addition, we hanged the loation ofthe to-be-avoided setor from South (180) to North-Northeast (22.5). The rats whih masteredthe standard ative plae avoidane task in Phase 1 (Group A without rat 12) quikly learned themodied task (Fig 2.5.2, Sessions 7-10). Their performane dereased in the rst session after thehange (Session 7) but it returned to the pre-hange values in the next session (Session 8). Rat12 improved its performane at the end of the training (Fig. 2.5.2, Sessions 7-12). We omparedthe performane of the rats from Group A aross Session 6, 7 and 8 by one-way ANOVA withsession as repeated measures. Tukey's post- ho test was used for multiple omparisons. The fourevaluated variables were transformed as in Phase 1. The number of entranes diered aross the
98sessions (F(2,12) = 23.77, p = 0.0001, Session 7 > Session 6 = Session 8) as well as the maximumtime avoidane (F(2,12) = 8.64, p = 0.0047, Session 7 < Session 6 = Session 8) and the time to therst entrane (F(2,12) = 29.58, p < 0.0001, Session 7 < Session 8 < Session 6). The path lengthwas not dierent aross the sessions (F(2,12) = 0.46, p = 0.6421). Figure 2.5.2 shows behavior ofrat #1 at the end of training in the modied ative plae avoidane task (Session 10). The rat usedthe same strategy as in the standard task (Session 6). We also tested whether the rats from GroupB learn the standard ative plae avoidane task after they have been trained in the modied task.The rats whih did not learn the modied task in Phase 1 (Group B without rat #8) performedbadly also in the standard task (Fig2.5.1 Sessions 7-12). The rat 8 whih learned the modied taskin Phase 1 performed well also in the standard task (Figure 2.5.1, Sessions 7-10). In order to see apossible improvement of Group B in Phase 2, we exluded rat #8 from statistial tests. This ratlearly mastered both tasks and it annot further improve. Thus we ompared the performaneof the rats from Group B without rat #8 aross Session 6, 7 and 12 by one-way ANOVA withsession as repeated measures. Tukey's post-ho test was used for multiple omparisons. Thenumber of entranes did not dier aross the sessions (F(2,10) = 3.279, p = 0.0803) as well as themaximum time avoidane (F(2,10) = 3.8349 p = 0.0581). There were dierenes in the time tothe rst entrane (F(2,10) = 17.90985, p = 0.001), Session 6 < Session 7 < Session 12). The pathlength was not dierent aross the sessions (F(2,12) = 2.165, p = 0.1654). The rats from GroupB did not improve, exept they inreased the time to the rst entrane into the to-be-avoidedsetor. This inrease, at least partially, reets non-spei hanges in behavior due to the arenarotation beause the time to the rst entrane inreased between Session 6 and 7. The loationof the to-be-avoided setor in Session 7 was dierent from the loation of the to-be-avoided setorin Session 6, therefore, the rats did not know the loation until they entered into the setor. Thetime to the rst entrane was longest in the last session (Session 12), however, it was still shorterthan the time to the rst entrane in Group A in the same task after the same amount of training(Session 6) (t-test: t11 = 2.4567, p = 0.03187). Despite the statistial tests did not show larger
99improvement, the detail view on the time ourse of angular position of these rats (see angle φin Fig. 2.1.1 B) in the last session in Phase 2 (Session 12) indiates that some rats learned theloation of the to-be-avoided setor, however, they did not know how to avoid it. Rat #11 is anexample. In Figure 2.5.3 (Session 12) are periods in whih rat #11 alternated sitting with shortruns against arena rotation similarly to the eient solvers of the task, however, there are alsoperiods in whih the rat alternated sitting with short runs in the diretion of arena rotation. Bothtypes of runs were mostly initiated before the rat was brought into the to-be-avoided setor. Whenrunning through the to-be-avoided setor, the rat was not fast enough to pass the setor in lessthan 0.5 s in order to avoid aversive stimulus. The initiation of avoidane reation before theto-be-avoided setor indiates that the rat knew the loation of the to-be-avoided setor but it wasnot able to avoid the setor eetively. Some rats from Group B did not searh for the eetivestrategy during Phase 2. They were sitting on the arena during the whole session.
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Figure 2.5.1: Performane of the rats trained in the standard ative plae avoidane task (GroupA: Sessions 1-6; Group B: Sessions 7-12) and in the modied ative plae avoidane task (GroupA: Sessions 7-12; Group B: Sessions 1-6). The vertial lines indiate the time when the two taskswere swapped between the groups. A. Average number of entranes into the to-be-avoided setor.B. Average maximum time spent outside the to-be-avoided setor. C. Average time to the rstentrane into the to-be-avoided setor. D. Average path length (Adapted from Blahna et al. 2011).
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Figure 2.5.2: Behavior of a typial rat in the beginning and in the end of the training in the standardative plae avoidane task (Sessions 1 and 6) and in the end of the training in the modied task(Session 10). The graph shows the time ourse of angular distane between the rat and the enter ofthe to-be-avoided setor (see angle φ in Figure2.1.1B). Shoks are denoted by blak dots. Refereneslope shows the time ourse of phi for a non-moving objet passively transported by the arena(Adapted from Blahna et al. 2011).
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Figure 2.5.3: Behavior of a typial rat in the beginning and in the end of the training in the modiedative plae avoidane task (Sessions 1 and 6) and in the end of the training in the standard task(Session 14). The graph shows the time ourse of angular distane between the rat and the enterof the to-be-avoided setor (see angle φ in Fig. 2.1.1). Shoks are denoted by blak dots. Refereneslope shows the time ourse of φ for a non-moving objet passively transported by the arena (Adaptedfrom Blahna et al. 2011).
1032.6 Role of the posterior parietal ortexText of the main results was adopted from the original paper of Svoboda et al. (2008). Wholemanusript is attahed in this thesis.2.6.1 Arena-dened to-be-avoided setorNumber of entranes best haraterized the learning proess. Analysis of the task performaneshowed that both groups Lesioned and Sham ontrols improved aross sessions as assessed by thenumber of entranes (A two-way ANOVA (LESIONÖSESSIONS) showed a signiant main eetof SESSIONS (F (4,68) = 9.77; P < 0.001) but failed to show an eet of LESION (F (1,17) =0.384; P = 0.54). No interation between the two fators was found (F (4,68) = 0.321; P = 0.86).These results suggest that both groups improved similarly during training and showed similaravoidane performane one the task was aquired (see Fig. 2.6.1).2.6.2 Room-dened to-be-avoided setorBoth groups of animals improved their learning in avoidane of the room dened to-be-avoidedsetor. Analysis of number of entranes dereased during sessions for both groups of animals (SeeFig. 2.6.1). Two-way ANOVA (LESIONÖSESSIONS) failed to reveal a signiant main eet ofLESION (F (1,17) = 1.16; P = 0.3), but it showed a signiant eet of SESSIONS (F (4,68) =12.15; P < 0.001). No interation between those two fators was found (F (4,68) = 0.46; P =0.77).2.7 Enemy avoidaneText of results was adapted from the original manusript whih was submitted by Telensky et al..into the PNAS.
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Figure 2.6.1: Number of entranes into the to-be-avoided setor in rats with lesion of the parietalortex (Lesion) and Sham operated ontrol animals (Control). Left: Performane of animals trainedto avoid arena frame dened to-be-avoided setor. Right: Performane of animals trained to avoidroom frame dened to-be-avoided setor. Adapted from Svoboda et al. (2008).2.7.1 Avoidane of a onspeiThe animals rapidly learned to ollet the food pellets dropped on an arena oor during the 14-day pretraining phase. One this phase had been ompleted, rats from both groups displayedintensive foraging behavior. On the nal day of this pretraining, rats from the Subjet grouptraveled a mean distane of 82.1±9.8 m (mean±S.E.M.). Animals from the Enemy group walked95.2±3.4 m. There were no between-group dierenes as revealed by a two sample t-test (t(8)= 1.86; P > 0.05). During the pretraining phase, animals from both groups displayed a slightpreferene for the entral part of the arena ompared to the periphery. The periphery dwelling onthe last day of pretraining was 27.9±1.8% in the rats from the Subjet group, and 23.7±1.5% inthe animals from the Enemy group. A two-sample t-test revealed no dierenes between groups(t(8) = 1.86; P > 0.05). Upon introduing negative reinforement to subjet rats in the rsttraining session, the animals in the Subjet group showed a lear tendeny for thigmotaxis and
105dereased loomotion. Periphery dwelling of the Subjet group rapidly inreased to 64.2±2.8%(paired t(4) = 2.78; P < 0.001  between last day of pretraining and initial day of training),aompanied by signiant deline of total distane to 37.1±7.5 m (paired t(4) = 3.97; P < 0.02).This ontributed to the derease in the number of entranes into the 25 m distane from theEnemy animal, whih had dropped from 136.6±0.6 on the last day of pretraining to 64.4±1.3 onthe rst day of training (paired t (4) = 2.78; P < 0.001). During the onsequent training period,the number of entranes into the punishment area further dereased (ANOVA, F(15,60) = 20.58;P < 0.001), reahing the asymptote of approximately 15 entranes on the 9th training session(measured by an absene of between session improvement; NewmanKeuls post ho test; P >0.05). The training-indued derease of number of errors is shown in Fig.2.6.1 Whereas peripherydwelling in subjets rats remained unhanged during the training period (ANOVA, F(15,30) =1.58; P = 0.11), the elapsed distane in the Subjet group dropped (ANOVA, F(15, 60) = 24.44;P < 0.0001). We have also evaluated the ontribution of either rat in the pair to approahing eahother by alulating the fration of path elapsed during 3-s intervals immediately preeding therst footshok resulting from the given error. In all enemy-subjet pairs, the enemy rats walkedsigniantly longer distanes during those intervals (see Fig. 2.7.2 A), whih shows that theseerrors may have been aused by natural agonisti ativity of enemy rats instead of the ativeapproahing of subjet rats. To demonstrate whether the derease in the number of entranesduring the ourse of training is fully attributable to the dereasing loomotor ativity, or whetherthe animals sueeded in improving their behavioral strategy in order to avoid the enemy moreeiently, we measured the path elapsed between two entranes into the shok zone. Fig.2.7.2 Bshows the natural logarithm of the average path walked between two onsequent entranes for alltraining sessions. This value signiantly inreased during training (ANOVA, F(15,60) = 5.021; P< 0.0001) whih suggests that other hanges took plae in behavior of the subjet rats other thanlowered loomotion and inreased thigmotaxis.
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Figure 2.7.1: Number of entranes into the 25 m zone of the enemy rat, during last pre-trainingsession and 16 training sessions (mean±S.E.M.). Entranes into this zone were punished by mildfootshoks during the aquisition sessions (116). The arrow denotes when four auxiliary sessions(performane not shown) were added to failitate the aquisition proess. Upon nishing auxiliarysessions the number of entranes rapidly deayed until session 9 when it approximately reahedthe asymptoti value (see Setion 3 for details). Two asterisks denote signiant derease in thenumber of entranes ompared to the initial day of training (P < 0.01) (Adapted from Telensky etal., submitted).
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A BFigure 2.7.2: A: Distane (mean±S.E.M.) walked during 3- s time intervals immediately preedingpunished entranes into the prohibited area during a session (average for all training sessions).In all pairs, enemy rats walked signiantly more during these intervals (stars denote probabilitylevels obtained by NewmanKeuls post ho test: ***P < 0.0005; **P < 0.005; *P < 0.05). Mostentranes of the subjet rat into the punishment area thus resulted not fromavoiding the enemy ratbut rather approahing it. B:Natural logarithm (ln) of average path (mean±S.E.M.) walked by thesubjet rats between two onsequent entranes into the punishment 25 m zone of the enemy rat.Inrease in this measurement during the ourse of learning suggests that the subjet rats improvedtheir avoidane behavior over time (adapted from Telensky et al., submitted).
1082.7.2 Avoidane of a robotEet of hippoampal inativation on Enemy AvoidaneRats learned to avoid the moving robot (M group) over the 6 days of training. Inativating thehippoampus by TTX on day 7 abolished the avoidane (Fig.2.7.3 A). In ontrast, the vehileinfusion on day 8 did not aet the avoidane. The one-way ANOVA on the number of shoksfound a signiant eet of days (F7, 49= 7.74, p<10-5). The post-ho tests showed that theavoidane was asymptoti from day 3 (day 1 > days 3-6 & day 8 - saline session) and that on day7 (TTX), the performane was redued to the level of day 1 (signiantly worse than all othersessions). Similarly, rats learned to avoid a stable robot well (S group; F7,56 = 2.30, p<0.05; Fig.2.7.3 B). However, in this ase, the inativation had no eet on the avoidane. The post-ho testshowed that the number of footshoks dereased over days (day 1 > days 2, 5 & 6) and neitherthe TTX infusion on day 7, nor the saline infusion on day 8 had any eet on the avoidane. Thelower absolute value of shoks in the S group on day 1 indiates that avoiding the moving robotwas more diult than avoiding the stable robot.Eet of hippoampal inativation on loomotionLoomotion patterns varied during the ourse of the experiment. The one-way ANOVA on thetotal path traveled during a session found a signiant eet of days in the M group (F7, 49 = 2.29,p<0.05; Fig.2.7.4 A). The post-ho tests showed that rats walked less on days 5 and 7 omparedto day 1 (both p's<0.05), but not relative to day 8 (vehile infusions). The one-way ANOVA alsofound a signiant eet of days on thigmotaxis in the M group (F7, 49 = 2.28, p<0.05), but thepost-ho tests failed to nd signiant dierenes between any two sessions. In the S group, theone-way ANOVA found no eet of days on the total path (F7,56 = 1.81, p>0.05; Fig. 2.7.4 B),but it found a signiant eet of days on thigmotaxis (F7,56 = 2.99, p<0.01℄. The post-ho testfound that thigmotaxis was redued in the TTX session on day 7 ompared to all other sessions
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Figure 2.7.3: The eet of hippoampal inativation on Enemy Avoidane (shown as the averagenumber of shoks ± S.E.M.). Panel A. Avoidane of a moving robot (M group). Bilateral inati-vation of the dorsal hippoampus by infusion of TTX on day 7 signiantly inreased the numberof shoks reeived as a result of the robot approahes ompared to vehile infusions on day 8, (***,p<0.00001). Panel B. Avoidane of a stable robot (S group). The robot was turned o in this ver-sion of the task, but it was moved to a dierent position by the experimenter in the middle of eahtraining session. In this ase, hippoampal inativation had no eet on the avoidane (Adaptedfrom Telensky et al., submitted)(all ps<0.05). This suggests that hippoampal inativation partially alleviated the border-esapingresponse to a stressful stimulus. However, this eet was non-signiant when avoiding a movingrobot.
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Figure 2.7.4: The eet of hippoampal inativation on loomotor behavior shown as the averagetotal path length [m ± S.E.M.℄ and average level of thigmotaxis [% ± S.E.M.℄. Panel A. Avoidaneof a moving robot (group M). Hippoampal inativation by TTX on day 7 did not signiantly alterthe overall loomotion or thigmotaxis ompared to vehile infusion on day 8. Panel B. Avoidane ofa stable robot (S group). Hippoampal inativation by TTX on day 7 did not inuene the overallloomotion. The level of thigmotaxis was moderately, but signiantly, dereased (i.e. the animalstended to spend more time in the entral part of the arena) after the TTX infusion ompared tothe vehile infusion on day 8 (*, p<0.05) ( Telensky et al., submitted).
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Figure 2.7.5: Histologial ontrol of the infusion site plaement in the hippoampus. Top: Endof traks of infusion annulae (M group - blak irles, S group - grey irles) were veried postmortem on oronal brain setions (adapted from Paxinos and Watson, 33). Bottom: Image of arepresentative brain slie. The extent of the tissue aeted by the TTX infusion was estimatedusing infusions of blak ink in the same volume as the TTX infusions. The ink blots showed nosigns of exessive extrahippoampal leakage (Telensky et al., submitted).
1122.8 Rat intereption behavior2.8.1 Pilot studyWe present behavior of rats (n = 7) trained to swim toward a moving target. It is 53 sessions (7-8sessions per rat) in whih the target moved slower than the rats (slow sessions) and 39 sessions(5-6 sessions per rat) in whih the target moved faster than the rats (fast sessions).Slow sessionsIn the slow sessions average speed of the target was between 9 and 24 m/s. The rats inreased theirswimming speed at the beginning of the session. We onsidered the moment of the aelerationas the beginning of a navigational attempt. Aording to this riterion the rats started navigation2.2 s to 5.1 s (average 3.3 s) before they aught the target. During the last seond they swam withspeed 41,4 m/s. Fig. 2.8.1 shows navigational trajetories of 3 rats. The onset of the aelerationannot be seen in all the examples in Fig. 2.8.1 (2nd olumn). Sometimes the rats inreased theirspeed when experimenter holding the target was oming to the pool. It was before the digitalizationstarted. The trajetories are either urved-targetwise (Fig. 2.8.1, odd rows) or straight (Fig.2.8.1,even rows). Thirty eight (72%) of the trajetories were urved and 15 (28%) were straight. Inindividual rats the numbers of the urved-straight trajetories were: 6-2, 3-4, 8-0, 5- 3, 4-3 5-3and 7-0. We lassied the trajetories subjetively. Exept 3 trajetories the lassiation waslear. One of the problemati" trajetories is shown in Fig.2.8.1 (Rat 7 - straight trajetory). Therat did not swim straight to the plae of ontat but along an S-shape path. Despite of it thistrajetory has some ommon features with the other straight trajetories.The straight trajetories are haraterized byα greater than zero; its time ourse beomesapproximately onstant after the subjet has adjusted its heading diretion. The same is true forthe time ourses of β and γ. The predition error (Err) beomes small shortly after the beginningof navigation. The urved trajetories have α equal to or smaller than zero and their time ourse
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Figure 2.8.1: Trajetories and time ourses of v (speed), α, β, γ and Err of three representativerats reorded in the slow sessions. The trajetories in the 1st olumn are transformed in suh away that the target moves ounter-lokwise and the subjet reahes it on East. The trajetoriesare divided aording to their shape into urve and straight. Beginnings of navigation are indiatedby lled irles. Rats' behavior before this moment is shown as the white lines in the 1-st olumnand as the light gray lines in the other olumns. Rat's behavior during navigation is depited bythe blak lines. Target trajetory (1-st olumn) and its speed (2-nd olumn) are shown as the graylines (Adapted from manusript Klement and Blahna, unpublished data).
114is also approximately onstant. The time ourses of β and γ are inreasing and the preditionerror (Err) is negative. The fast hanges of β and γ at the end of navigation in Fig. 2.8.1 aredue to inauray of estimation of these parameters rather than due to behavior of the subjets.The estimation is biased if the animal does not swim toward the enter of the target but towardits edges. The error inreases with dereasing distane between the animal and the target. Wetted the time ourses of α,β and γ during the interval 0.8 s after the onset of navigation up to0.2 s before the ontat by linear funtions. We did not t the rst 0.8 s of navigation beausethe rats were adjusting their heading diretion and the last 0.2 s beause of the inreasing errorin the estimation ofα and γ. We denoted this interval as I. For the urved trajetories, was -0.3± 1.4° in the middle of the interval I, whih orresponds to the average value ofα during I, andits slope was 4.0±0.8°/s. The average value ofα was not dierent from zero (one-sample t-test:t36 =-0.21, P = 0.83) while the inreased was signiant (one sample t-test: t36 = 5.30, P < 10-5).The oriented anglesβ andγ inreased as well with rates 20.6±1.3°/s, 16.7 ±1.2°/s, respetively (onesample t-test:β: t36 = 16.16, P < 10-17; γ: t36 = 14.16, P < 10-15).For the straight trajetories, the average value of α was 15.7°±1.3. This was signiantlygreater than zero (one sample t-test: t15= 11.95, P < 10-8). The oriented anglesα,β andγ wereapproximately onstant. The slopes of linear funtions tted on the time ourses of these angleswere -0.4 ±1.2°/s for α, 1.4 ±0.9 s forβ and 1.9±1.0°/s for γ . None of the slopes was dierentfrom zero (one sample t-tests:α: t15 = -0.37, P = 0.72,β : t15 = 1.54, P = 0.14, γ:t15 = 1.84, P= 0.09, respetively). Figure2.8.1 shows all the reorded trajetories divided into the urved andstraight types. dα soon beomes small in both types of trajetories indiating that the rats mightnull hanges of α during navigation. The other parameters dier between the groups. For theurved trajetories, dβ and dγ are positive and Err is initially negative and inreases to zero. Forthe straight trajetories all the parameters soon beome approximately zero.
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Figure 2.8.2: Trajetories and time ourses of dα, dβ,dγ and Err from all the slow sessions. Thetrajetories in the 1-st olumn are transformed in suh a way that the target moves ounter-lokwiseand the subjet reahes it on East. The trajetories are divided aording to their shape into urvedand straight. Beginnings of navigation are indiated by lled irles. Rats' trajetories before thismoment are shown in white olor in the 1-st olumn. The olumns 2 to 5 shows the averagetime ourse of the orresponding parameter as the blak line and the time ourse of individualnavigational trials as the gray lines (Adapted from manusript Klement and Blahna, unpublisheddata).
116Fast sessionsIn the fast sessions average speed of the target ranged between 53 and 65 m/s. Usually the ratsdid not ath the target when they attempted to do so. Thus the fast sessions onsisted of periods,trials, when the subjet navigated toward the target interspersed by other kinds of behavior. Figure2.8.3 shows a rat whih tried to reah the target 8 times before it sueeded. During the trials therat kept the oriented angle between 15° and 75° (see shaded areas in Fig. 2.8.3, 2nd row). Thetrials started with speed aeleration (Fig. 2.8.3, 3rd row). The speed remained high until the rateither reahed or missed the target.As in the slow sessions we used rat speed to dene the beginnings of the trials. The beginningof a trial was the moment of aeleration followed by target-direted movement. Sine we werenot able to unambiguously interpret behavior of the rats following eah of the aelerations, weanalyzed the suessful trials only. The rats markedly orreted their heading diretion duringsome trials. It resulted in a temporary derease of speed followed by another aeleration. In thissituation two or even more possible beginnings of the trial ould be used. We hoose the earliestaeleration after whih the subjet swam toward the target or ahead of target's movement untilthe end of session (α remained within -15° and 150°).Aording to this denition the suessful trials lasted from 1.4 s to 5.3 s (average: 3.3 s). Duringthe last seond the rats swam with speed 38.5 m/s. Figure2.8.4 shows behavior of three ratsduring the last 6 seonds. The moment of aeleration is learly visible. The trajetories of Rat 7are divided into two groups - urved (Fig.2.8.4, 1st row) and tortuous (Fig. 2.8.4, 2nd row). Theurved trajetories resemble the urved trajetories in the slow sessions. They are bent targetwiseand the predition error (Err) is negative. Unlike in the slow sessions is positive however this wasneessary ondition for reahing the fast-moving target. The tortuous trajetories are loser to theenter of the maze than the smooth trajetories. This was also true for the tortuous trajetoriesobserved in other rats. The tortuosity is present in the beginning. In the end the trajetoriesare smooth. Thus they onsist of two parts. The moment of swith is visible in the speed prole
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Figure 2.8.3: Behavior of one of the rats during a fast session. The rat attempted to reah the targetseveral times before it sueded. The attempts are indiated by the gray olor in the time oursesof α (2nd row) and speed (3rd row). Rat's trajetories and target's trajetories during the attemptsare shown in the rst row as blak and gray lines respetively. The beginnings of the navigationare indiated by the lled irles. The white lines in the rst row denote rat's trajetories 1 seondbefore and 1 seond after the attempts. The two dotted lines in the time ourse of α (2nd row)indiate 15°and 75°. In the 3rd row momentary speed of the rat and of the target are shown asthe blak and gray lines respetively (Adapted from manusript Klement and Blahna, unpublisheddata).
118as the loal minimum. If we had hosen a dierent denition of the beginning of navigation -the moment of the last aeleration before the end - then all the trajetories of this rat wouldlook similar. Usually, smooth navigational trajetories are preeded by a sharp turn. Trajetoriesbefore this turn seem to be unrelated to the target (see the white trajetories in the 1st olumn inFig.2.8.4). Similar behavior preeded the rst aeleration in the tortuous trajetories in Rat 7.The trajetories between the rst and the additional aelerations are learly related to the target.The rat moves in the diretion of the future ontat with the target although along a tortuouspath. Correspondingly the predition error during this period utuates around zero. The seondrat in Fig.2.8.4, Rat 5, approahed the target along targetwise-urved trajetories only.However, two of these trajetories an be divided into two parts (Fig. 2.8.4, 4th row). The ratswam initially far ahead of the target and then swithed to the targetwise-urved trajetories. Rat8 swam diretly toward the plae of ontat. Its trajetories were straight espeially during the rstpart of the navigation. During the seond part the trajetories beame slightly urved targetwiseas the rat orreted its heading diretion. The orretion of the heading diretion is visible in thetime ourse of whih inreases during the seond half of the navigation in all the trajetories ofRat 8. The oriented angle dereases almost linearly during navigation and the predition error isnegative but small.We lassied all the trajetories into the urved, straight and tortuous (Fig. 2.8.5). Seventeen(44%) were urved targetwise, 11 (28%) were straight and 11 (28%) were tortuous. The individualrats had the following numbers of the urved-straight-tortuous trajetories: 0-2-3, 1-2-2, 5-0-1,6-0-0, 2-1-2, 3-0-3, 0-6-0. The lassiation was subjetive. The dierenes among the three typeswere less lear ompared to the trajetories in the slow sessions. We approximated the time oursesof α, β and γ during the interval I (0.8 s after the beginning of navigation up to 0.2 s before theontat) by linear funtions. Overall value of the angle α was hanged during the navigation. Inthe start of navigation was α widely distributed but during the time onetrated around the value30° (see Fig.2.8.6).
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Figure 2.8.4: Suessful trials of three representative rats reorded in the fast sessions. The traje-tories in the 1st olumn are transformed in suh a way that the target moves ounter-lokwise andthe subjet reahes it on East. The trajetories are divided aording to their shape into urved,straight and tortuous. Beginnings of navigation are indiated by ll irles. Rat's trajetory (1stolumn) and time ourses of the parameters v (speed),α,β,γ and Err (olumns 2 to 6) during nav-igation is shown as the blak lines. Rat's behavior before the navigational trials is depited as thewhite lines in the 1st olumn and as the light gray lines in the other olumns. Target trajetory(1st olumn) and its speed (2nd olumn) are shown as the gray lines (Adapted from Klement andBlahna, unpublished data).
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Figure 2.8.5: All the suessful trials reorded in the fast sessions. The trajetories in the 1stolumn are transformed in suh a way that the target moves ounter-lokwise and the subjetreahes it on East. The trajetories are divided into three groups : urved, straight and tortuous.Beginnings of navigation are indiated by lled irles. Rats' trajetories before this moment areshown in white olor in the 1st olumn. The olumns 2 to 5 show the average time ourse ofthe orresponding parameter α,β,γ and Err as the blak lines and the time ourses of individualnavigational trials are shown as the gray lines (Klement and Blahna, unpublished data).
121For the targetwise-urved trajetories the average value of α was 34.3±3.0°. It was greater thanzero (one-sample t-test: t16 = 11:34; P < 10-8). During this interval α inreased with a rate of2.9±4.2°/s however the inrease was not signiant (one-sample t-test: t16 = 11.34; P = 0.49). Theanglesβ andγ inreased during the interval with rates of 25.3±5.3/s and 22.4±1.8°/s, respetively.Both angles inreased signiantly (one-sample t-test: β: t16= 4.74; P < 10-3;γ : t16 = 12.52; P <10-8).For the straight trajetories the average value oα was 46.8±2.3°. It was signiantly greater thanzero (one sample t-test: t10 = 20.31; P < 10-8). Angle α was dereasing with a rate of -12.9±2.5°/s(one-sample t-test: t10 = -5:09; P < 10-3). The angle β inreased with a rate of 6.0±3.4°/s howeverthe inrease was not signiant (one-sample t-test: t10 = 1.77; P = 0.11). The angle γ inreasedwith rates of 18.9±1.7°/s (one-sample t-test: t10 = 11.22; P < 10-6).For the tortuous trajetories the average value ofα was 58.8± 4.1°. It was signiantly greaterthan zero (one sample t-test:t10= 14.35; P < 10-7).α was dereasing with a rate of -12.9±2.5°/s(one-sample t-test:t10 = -3:60; P = 0:0048). The angle inreased with a rate of 6.8 ±4.2°/s howeverthe inrease was not signiant (one- sample t-test: t10 = 1.61; P = 0.14). The angle γ inreasedwith rates of 19.4 ±1:0°/s (one-sample t-test: t10 = 19.73; P < 10-8).2.8.2 Conseutive studyFor an additional study will evaluate behavior of rats (n=5) trained during a onseutive 8 daysto swim toward a moving target. 758 short navigational trials were obtained from all trainingsessions This study has foused on learning ability of animals to interept the moving target.Eah animal was trained for 18-21 short trials per day. Approximately 55 episodes were lost bymeans of unsuesful navigation or tehnial problems. Rats had to start from steadily situatedloation marked by the metal rod. The movable robot was started up by the experimenter whenanimal touh the metal rod. Starting position of the robot was also predetermined aording to thetraining protool (desribed in Methods). Animals started from predetermined starting positions
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Figure 2.8.6: Histogram showing that α was widely distributed at the beginning of navigation (uppergraph) and onentrated around 30 degrees at the end of navigation (lower graph). t0 denotes thebeginning of a trial, tend the time of ontat (Adapted from Klement and Blahna, 2006)in omparison to previous study. Average duration of one trial was in days 1-2: 2.82s ± 0.85 andin days 7-8: 3.09 s ± 0.96. Average veloity of moving target was for days 1-2: 25.1 m/s ± 2.7, fordays 7-8: 28.51±2.9. In spite of the slightly inrease of the veloity, this veloity were still lowerthan maximum veloity of swimming rat. Average value of the rat speed of the swimming were indays 1-2: 40.2 m/s ±4.9 and for days 7-8: 37.2 m/s ±4.4. Average value of angle α was in generalfor days 1-2 4.95°± 14.2 and for days 7-8: 16.45 °±11.5. The value of α from the nal part ofnavigational trial seems to be most important despite high utuations. Navigation in its nal partbeame stable and most important for a suesful navigation. We ompared angles α from the last1600 ms of trials in the beginning and in the end of the training (see Figure2.8.7). The interval of1600 ms was divided into four 400 ms intervals.The angle α was omputed for eah 400 ms interval.The angle α was higher in the end of the training (days 7-8) in omparision to the beginning of thetraining (days 1-2). Paired t-test was used for omparison of the angle α in the beginning and theend of training. We used Boneroni orretion for multiple omparisons to keep the overall levelthe statistial test at 0.05. In the ase the target moved along the irular trajetory (Fig. 2.8.7
123A) and in the ase the target moved along linear trajetory and the rat started from position B(Fig. 2.8.7 C) the dierene was signiant for all 400 ms intervals.Inrease value of angle α ouldbe aused by an inreased speed of the target whih slightly inreased during training days 1-8.But this inrease did not seems to be ritial for the size of the angle α . Fig. 2.8.8 is showingthat size of the angle α was hanged with respet to the same values of speed of the target duringtraining. Average values of the predition error (Error) were in most of sessions aross all daysnegative (see Fig.2.8.7, right panel). This indiates that animals obviously did not predit futureposition of ontat with the moving target but rather proessed angle α .
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Figure 2.8.7: Eah row A-D represents onguration of starting position between rat and mov-ing target. Left olumn: sheme of starting position between the rat(lled irle) and movingtarget(square). Middle olumn: boxplots of average values of angle α from 400 ms onseutiveintervals. Presented data are from the last 1600 ms of navigation. White boxes indiated averagevalues from day 1-2 of the training, grey boxes indiate average values from 7-8 day of training. Itis obvious that nal value of angle α has inreased during training. This dierene was signiantin most ases. Asterisk indiate p < 0.05 for all values. Columns on the right presents values ofpredition error from the inital phase of navigation until the 2400 ms. Eah 400 ms representsaverage values of error In most ases in both initial and nal part of training are values of errorunder zero line, what indiates that rats did not predit position of future time of ontat.
125In the present study we have also analyzed if rats interepting moving target reat to the hangesof the angle α. We tried to evaluate relation between the time ourse of the angle α and itsderivative dα delayed by ∆, ∆ = 0 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,...,600 ms. For hoosing the optimal delayinterval ∆min, we ompared Pearson orrelation oeients r(∆) between the time ourse of angle
α and its delayed derivative dα(∆),∆ = 0 ms, 40 ms, 80 ms,..., 600 ms (see Fig.2.8.9, A andB). ∆minwas dened as argmin({r(∆),∆ ∈ {0, 40, 80...600}}). This ∆minat whih the orrelationoeient reahed the minimum, we alulated for all the navigation trials from the beginning ofthe training and from the end of the training (see Fig. 2.8.9,C). Value of ∆min ould by termedlike a reation time for hanges of the angle α . It was 200 ms for most of the navigation trials(see Fig. 2.8.9,C).
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Figure 2.8.8: Upper: Relationship between average values of the angle α from the last 1600ms ofnavigation. Presented values of angle α were already averaged inside a 400-ms bin. Eah squarerepresent average value of alpha inside one bin. Four last bins from eah navigation trial areplotting with respet to the average speed of the target. Values from training days 1-2 are plotted inyane olor, values from training days 7-8 are plotted in the blak olor. Lower: Histogram of theangle α from the last 1600 ms of navigation for beginning (Day 1-2) and end (Day 7-8) of training.Presented are again average values of the angle α from eah 400 ms bin. Histogram indiates thatoverall angle alpha has inreased to positive values during training.
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1292.9 Inertial stimuli in arousel arenaThe behavioral task published by authors Blahna et. al (2011) was designed to test the role ofinertial stimuli in the arousel arena (also referred to as ative plae avoidane) task.Our results showed that inertial stimuli generated by arena rotation are important for learningthe ative plae avoidane task. The rats trained on the rotating arena with the stable belt (thestandard ative plae avoidane task  inertial stimuli were present) learned the task within sixsessions. On the ontrary six out of seven rats trained on the stable arena with the belt rotatingaround the arena (the modied ative plae avoidane task  the inertial stimuli were absent) didnot learn the task. The two tasks were idential exept the presene or absene of the inertialstimuli. It has been shown that inertial stimuli are important for spatial orientation (Etienne etal. 1980, Etienne et al., 1986, Glasauer et al. 1994, Matthews et al. 1989, Mittelstaedt 1980,Mittelstaedt et al. 1991, Potegal et al. 1985, Wallae et al. 2002, Wang et al. 1999). If an arenais suddenly rotated together with an animal, then the animal ompensates for the rotation andnavigates with respet to the stable experimental room instead of with respet to its new bodyorientation or to olfatory and tatile ues loated on the arena (Etienne, 1986, Mittelstaedt andMittestaedt, 1980).The natural preferene for using a stable referene frame during navigation is in agreement withour result. In both tasks, the rats ould represent their position with respet to the belt wherethe to-be-avoided setor was dened or with respet to the arena. In the standard task, the beltreferene frame was stable. The rats learned this task easily. On the ontrary, in the modied taskthe belt referene frame was rotating. The rats, exept one, did not learn this task.We showed that, in order to learn the ative plae avoidane task, the to-be-avoided setor had tobe dened with respet to a stable referene frame only during learning. The rats, whih masteredthe standard task, reahed the same level of performane in the modied task. We suggest thatin the beginning of the training the rats needed to pereive the extra-arena ues, whih denedthe loation of the to-be-avoided setor, as stable. One these ues beame anhored into the
130representation of the environment together with the loation of the to-be-avoided setor, the ratsused these ues for navigation even when the ues were moving. Currently, we are testing this ideaby training naive rats to avoid a setor on a stable arena. After the rats have learned the loationof the to-be-avoided setor (it means after they have reated the representation of the environmentwith visual landmarks and the loation of the to-be-avoided setor inorporated in it), we trainedthem to solve the modied ative plae avoidane task. Preliminary results indiate that theserats solve the modied ative plae avoidane task.It is possible that rats an learn the modied ative plae avoidane task after they have reatedrepresentation of the environment with extra-arena ues inorporated in it but without the repre-sentation of the loation of the to-be-avoided setor. We onsider this idea as unlikely. All the ratspresented in this paper were habituated to the arena in two 5 to 8 minutes sessions. The arenaas well as the surrounding environment was stable during these habituation sessions. Thus therat had time to reate representation of the environment with the extra-arena ues anhored to it.Despite of it they did not learn the task exept one rat. We do not know why one rat learned themodied task without the prior training in the standard task. Possibly, it is a matter of likelihoodwhether a subjet will assoiate positions at whih aversive stimuli were delivered with the movingextra-arena ues. Seletion of the right subset of ues brings the subjet to the solution of thetask.It has been shown that rats an navigate with respet to ontinually moving proximal ues andat the same time with respet to stable distal ues (Fenton et al. 1998). To our knowledge, ourexperiment showed for the rst time that rats an navigate with respet to ontinually movingdistal ues.The standard ative plae avoidane task is hippoampal dependent (Cimadevilla 2000a). In theintrodution part was desribed role of inertial stimuli, espeially vestibular stimuli, with respetto important for funtion of the hippoampus. Deaerentation of vestibular input auses a 17% derease of hippoampal volume in humans, impaired performane in hippoampus dependent
131spatial tasks (Allen 2007, Matthews 1989, Stakman 2002a, Zheng 2007) and disturbed position-spei ativity of hippoampal plae ells (Russell 2003, Stakman 2002b).Soliiting question is if instability between the relevant oriented ues and the inertial stimuli ouldhave an impat on oding information about environment in the brain. Previously, Zinyuk et. al(2000) studied ativity of plae ells on a rotating arena. They desribed plae ells with ringelds bound to the arena frame, bound to the extra-arena frame or to both frames simultaneously.The proportions of these plae ells depended on the previous experiene. Large majority of ringelds were bound to the arena in rats previously trained to hase for randomly sattered pellets.The proportion of ring elds bound to the extra-arena frame was higher in rats trained to orientwith respet to the extra-arena frame (Fenton 2003, Zinyuk 2000). To our knowledge, there isno study addressing ativity of plae ells reorded on a stable arena while all extra-arena uesare ontinuously rotating around the arena. It is important to note for this type of environment,that animals an feel instability between visual and inertial soures of information. We an onlysuppose about neuronal ativity of the rat's plae ells network in the modied version of thetask. The network of the plae ells ould behave in the similar manner like the neurons in thestudy of Sharp et al. (1995). The authors have studied the eet of fast and brief rotation ofthe arena oor or the arena wall on the ativity of the plae ells. When the arena oor rotatedand the arena wall was stable, then most of plae ring elds remained stable with respet to thearena wall, it means with respet to the stable referene frame. And vie versa, when the arenawall rotated and the arena oor was stable, then majority of the plae elds remained stable withrespet to the stable arena oor. Sometimes plae ells ring elds shifted to the same diretionas the diretion of rotation of the unstable referene frame. This shift beame more apparentas the subjet repeatedly experiened the rotational manipulation. These results indiated thatthe ativity of the plae ells was preferentially bound to the stable referene frame when a briefrotational manipulation was introdued.Vestibular information also drives a diretional ring of the head diretion ells (Taube 2007).
132This system is funtionally oupled together with plae ells (Knierim 1995, Knierim 1998). It hasbeen well doumented that diretion speiity of the head diretion ells is ontrolled by visuallandmarks together with information about inertial inputs (Taube 1990, Zugaro 2000, Goodridge1998, Muller 1987, O'Keefe 1978, O'Keefe 1987). The strength of the ue ontrol by head diretionells ould depends on the ue stability (Knierim 1995). To our knowledge, there is no studyaddressing ativity of head diretion ells reorded on a ontinuously rotating arena, not to mentionwhile all extra-arena ues are ontinuously rotating around the arena. We an hypothesize thatsuiently large number of plae ells and head diretion ells is bound to the extra-arena ues inthe standard avoidane task (Group A, sessions 1-6, Fig. 2.5.1). In the modied task the majorityof the plae ells and head diretion ells would be bound to the arena, mainly for the rst phaseof the training (Group B, sessions 1-6, Fig. 2.5.1). In ase when the representation (plae ellsand head diretion ells) of the environment beome anhored, instability of the extra arena uesould not inuene this representation (Group A, session 7 - 12, Fig. 2.5.1).The inertial stimuli generated by arena rotation may have an additional role in the ative plaeavoidane task to that of providing information whih referene frame is stable and whih ismoving. Pereption of aelerations and deelerations by the vestibular system, proprioeptorsand skin mehanoeptors onveys information to a subjet that its position is hanging, thatnew information may be oming and new responses required (Smith 2010). This informationis proessed automatially without attentional demands (Yardley 2002). Thus a moving rat mayperform better in spatial tasks beause it is ready to proess information and to generate responses(Smith 2010). This idea beomes interesting after realizing that most of the time rats do notatively move during the ative plae avoidane task (the rats in the present study were sitting 60% of the time of the sessions). As we disuss below the rats were sitting at the ritial momentswhen they should generate esape reations.Detailed observation of trained rats during the standard ative plae avoidane task showed thatthey alternate two behaviors - sitting and running. When a rat is sitting, arena rotation transports
133it towards the to-be-avoided setor. Before the rat enters the to-be-avoided setor it initiates anesape reation. The esape reation is most frequently a run against the arena rotation. Therat stops running before it enters the to-be-avoided setor from the other side. The alternation ofsitting and running is harateristis for all the suessful solvers of the plae avoidane task wehave analyzed so far (Klement et al. unpublished results).Due to the arena rotation, the rats pereived inertial stimulation during the sitting period in thestandard ative plae avoidane task but not in the modied ative plae avoidane task. It is anopen question whether the lak of inertial stimulation during the sitting period in the modied taskdereased the ability of the rats to learn the task. This question an be answered by motivatingrats to atively walk in the modied ative plae avoidane task, e.g. by searhing for food pellets.The present experiment shows that rats are not able to use all referene frames in the same wayduring aquisition of the spatial task, e.g. rats will rarely use a referene frame dened by amoving objet for determine positions in their environment. In a pilot study we failed to onditionrats to avoid a setor on an arena dened with respet to a single salient objet rotating aroundthe arena (see Appendix Fig.2.12.1). Ho et al. (2008) showed that hippoampal neurons do notform a representation of the environment with respet to a moving objet but they enode variousmovement parameters of the objet suh as speed, diretion of movement as well as the distanebetween the subjet and the objet. In presented enemy avoidane task, rats an orient in thereferene frame dened by the moving objet. Results from pilot task indiate that only a smallnumber of rats would do it unless this objet would be stable during learning. Moreover, ratstrained at rst in the modied version with a lot of ues outside the arousel arena task, were notable to utilize position of the setor.We onlude that the inertial stimuli generated by arena rotation are important for aquisitionof the ative plae avoidane task but not for performane one the task has been mastered. Wesuggest that rats must pereive the distal extra-arena ues as stable in order to reliably assoiateposition of the to-be-avoided setor with these ues.
134Vestibular omponent pereiving in arousel arena Soliit important question is aboutthreshold of pereption of vestibular inputs. As desribed above in setion of method, rotation ofour arena was 1 rpm, what is approximately 6° per seond. Animals in standard version of thetask were running or sitting on rotating arena. There exist only small number studies disussingthreshold of pereiving vestibular stimuli by rodents whih are moving passively (Mittelstaedtand Mittelstaedt 1980, Jeery 1998). The authors only exluded possibility that animals shouldpereive passive transport on the arena. However, there are known some values of pereivingof passive displaement from studies in monkeys (Sadeghi et al. 2007a). When the head of themonkey was displaed by the regular movement, threshold for pereiving was approximately 4° perseonds, when the movement was irregular, the threshold was inreased to 8°per seonds. From mysubjetive observation, our experimental arena rotated regularly but sometimes with small irregularosillations. Moreover, our animals run thru the all surfae of the arena, and entrifugal fore dierwith inrease distane of the enter. We supposed, that animals ould pereive vestibular inputs,however arena also generate inertial stimuli whih are pereived by proprioeptors and tatilereeptors.Sensory mismath and motion sikness Exposure of the animals to the modied version ofthe task apparently leads to a onit between the self-motion ues and distal navigation land-marks. Both groups of animals were previously habituated on the stable arena whih during train-ing started rotate. Animals from ontrol group had pereived instrumentality of inertial stimulifrom rotating arena together with an aordant optial ow. Animals from the seond group werefor the rst time exposed toward the whole world rotated around the stable arena. It is possiblethat rats pereived motion sikness rising from the sensory mismath between visual and vestibularor proprioeptive inputs. This phenomenon has been already desribed in humans (Stern et. al.1989) and as well as rodents (Uno et al. 2000, Zou 2009). We are not able to exlude the possibilitythat rats in the modied task pereived the motion sikness. The ativity of animals did not dier
135in both versions of the task. Hypothetial motion sikness does not inuened performane of theontrol animals.Competition and ooperation between visual and inertial inputs An alternative expla-nation ould be also given to larify disrepany of performane between animals initially trainedin the lassial version and the modied version of the task. As we saw above, proessing of spatialinformation is based mainly on the system for positions and on the system for estimating thediretions. First system is primary represent by ells from the hippoampus and the entorhinalortex, seond one is based on the head diretion system distributed in many areas. As we men-tioned in the introdution part, head diretion system is interonneted with omplex of vestibularnulei, and very probably mediate interation with hippoampal formation. Two types of neuronsfrom vestibular nuleus omplex has been studied in monkeys. These neurons diered by theirresponding to movement stimuli, e.g. vestibular and visual. First type of neurons were sensitive tovestibular or optokineti stimuli. Seond types of neurons were sensitive only when both types ofstimuli were presented. We an only speulate how neurons in vestibular nuleus ould behave inrats performing the lassial or modied version of the AAPA. Also signal from the vestibular nu-lei omplex ould be the most ritial for organizing relations between optokineti and vestibularinformation. Disordane between pereiving visual and vestibular information in animals whihwere at rst exposed to the modied task an indued disorganization between neurons in omplexof vestibular nulei and onsequently in system of head diretion ells and also in the hippoam-pal formation (See also sheme with interonnetion between the vestibular nulei omplex, headdiretion ells and hippoampus in Figures: 1.2.5, 2.0.8).2.10 Role of the posterior parietal ortexStudy by Svoboda et al. (2008) evaluated the role of the posterior parietal ortex in the arouselarena task. The authors hypothesized that animals without funtional PPC will show a deterio-
136ration of the proessing of spatial information from the arena referene frame. The arena frameonsisted of visual and olfatory ues as well as the self-motion ues derived from loomotion.Previous studies pointed to involvement of the posterior parietal ortex in proessing informationmainly about proximal ues in the environment (Save and Pouet, 2000, Rogers and Kesner, 2006).Eletrophysiologial studies also suggested involvement of ortial neurons in proessing of spatialinformation about ues oriented relativelly to the immobile subjet (Nakamura 1999). However,the same study also showed that some of these neurons were also bound with respet to allothetiues on the arena. A reent study by Save et al. (2005) showed that PPC is funtionally oupledwith hippoampal plae ells. When distal ues were manipulated, plae ell ativity in animalswith lesion of the PPC has not been aeted. This was most remarkable when distal landmarkswer shifted. In normal animals, ring ativity of plae ells was abolished, but it was intat inanimals with lesion of the PPC. These results suggested inability of the lesioned animals to usethe proximal ues for tuning of the plae ell ativity (Save et al. 2005). Our study; however, re-vealed no signiant partiipation of the PPC for eient performane in both versions of arouseltask (arena-frame or room-frame dened setor). It should be noted that the arousel task doesnot require a high degree of spatial auray in proessing of spatial information ompared to e.g.Morris water maze. Instead, this task requires high degree of stimuli segregation and oriented at-tention. Some studies on primates demonstrated a role of the posterior parietal ortex in workingmemory and attention (see Bui, 2009).It might be speulated that this version of arousel test is not sensitive enough for detetion ofimpairment indued by PPC lesion. Moreover, our results suggest that parietal ortex is notimportant for segregation of spatial information. These result also well support our reent andunpublished observations in double plae avoidane task. This is the version with the highestdegree of the segregation demands. In this task, animals animals had to simultaneously avoid twosetors dened by the arena and room referene frames (see also in Figures 2.0.4, 2.0.5 C). It wouldbe also interesting to evaluate the role of the PPC in the behavioral protool with the modied
137version of the arousel task without inertial omponent, whih was desribed above. We presupposethat removing of the inertial omponent in the arousel arena ould aet the performane of theanimals with PPClesion . As shown in gure 1.2.5, the parietal ortex is interonneted withsystem of head diretion ells (and this system in turn with with vestibular system) as well as withsystem of hippoampal plae ells. Animals without PPC an be less sensitive to subtle hangeswhen inertial stimuli are suddenly lost but when opti ow and landmark information remainsonstant. This hypothesis would be supported by the fat that PPC an integrate self-motion andinertial ues with visual and olfatory information.2.11 Summary and outlooks for future researhThe study of Blahna et al. (2011) has shown that inertial stimuli play neessary role in learningproess in a dynami environment with dissoiated referene frames. One the ability to learn thetask was mastered, however, animals ould perform the task without inertial stimuli. In futureresearh, we an test the roleof the opti ow in this onguration. We an also evaluate brainsystems interonneted with vestibular system, head diretion system, plae ell systems and theposterior parietal ortex.2.12 Rat´s interation with moving target2.12.1 Enemy avoidane taskThe seond type of the dynami world diers from the previous in several aspets. Dynami worldon the arousel arena arises from dissoiation of two independent referene frames. During rotationof the arousal arena, animals pereive many ues as unstable. Dynami world, whih representsone moving objet, usually takes plae only inside one referene frame. We developed two newbehavioral tests for studying behavior of rats interating with a moving objet. In the rst task
138rats avoided moving objet on the stable arena and in the seond task they navigated towards atarget moving along the periphery of the water maze.Avoidane task  a behavioral omponent In the rst behavioral paradigm  Enemy Avoid-ane Task (Telensky et al., submitted) was subjet rat avoided another onspei. In thesubsequent study (Telensky et al., submitted) subjet rat avoided programmable moving robot.Rats were trained to ontinuously avoid a moving objet (a onspei or robot) while ontinuouslyforaging pellets on the experimental arena. We observed general reation when negative reinfore-ment (mild eletri shok) was introdued. Rats rapidly adopted hypoloomotion and elevatedthigmotaxis (preferene of walls) in both onspei (Fig.2.7.2) and robot(Fig.2.7.4 ) versionsof the task. Thigmotaxis behavior is extremely adaptive in wildlife espeially in situations whenrodents are onfronted with ourrene of a predator (Edut and Eilam, 2004). This reation iseetive, beause thigmotaxis behavior may derease the probability of the enounter between theanimal and the predator. Thigmotaxis is not seen only in the wildlife, but also abundantly observedin experimental environments. Animals onfronted with aversive task as the Morris water mazevery often swim along the walls of the maze (Morris 1981). On the other hand, anxiety resultingfrom initial exposure to swimming (whih may be rst suh episode in the laboratory animal´s life)may also ontribute to the expression of this behavioral pattern. When rats start to omprehendrules of the task, thigmotaxis disappeared (see also Morris 1981, Whishaw 2005). Derease ofloomotion after administration of the shok in animals foraging pellets in the open-eld arenawas desribed previously (see for example Stuhlik and Bures 2002). Both inreased thigmotaxisand dereased loomotion ontributed derease of the probability of ontat between rats and themoving objet. However, these two immediate reations of rats were not suient for eientperformane of the task. Rats, whih had avoided a onspei, signiantly dereased their over-all loomotor ativity. Nonetheless, together with inreasing experiene animals improved theirability to avoid another rat. It was shown by the average inrease of the loomotion between two
139entranes into the denied region dened by the onspei (See Fig.2.6.1). Rats trained to avoidthe moving robot (M group) behaved in the similar manner. Their thigmotaxis has inreased andloomotion has dereased in the very beginning of the training (see Fig.2.7.4). Control rats, whihavoided stable robot (S group), did not show suh extent of thoimotaxis and their loomotion wassigniantly higher than in animals from the M group (see Fig.2.7.4 ). To exlude the possibilitythat the S group animals ould assoiate the shok area with some ues inside or outside arena wasruled out hanging the robot position to in the middle of eah session. This dierene between theM and S group pointed for the stronger adaptive reation of rats from M group to avoid movingrobot.In spite of immediate, adaptive and probably innate reations, the proess of avoidane learningdeveloped aross training sessions. This pointed to the learning omponent of this behavioral task.In omparison with standard avoidane task on the arousel arena (see Fig.2.5.1) rats trainedto avoid a onspei required longer learning (See g.2.6.1). This fat was probably aused byinnate soial interations that may have ourred between the subjet rat and a onspei whihfrequently aused nearer lose ontat (see Fig.2.7.2). Results also pointed to more ative behaviorof a onspei rat than subjet rat before footshok administration. This was the main reasonwhy we deided to replae a onspei with an artiial objet - the moving robot. Learning toavoid moving robot was faster than aquisition of avoidane of a onspei (see Fig. 2.7.3) andtherefore we have used this protool for a onseutive lesion study.Avoidane task  role of the hippoampusWe also tested the role of the hippoampus in the robot avoidane task. When rat has reahedthe learning asymptote, we re-tested them after the temporal inativation of the dorsal portionof the hippoampus by TTX. This study showed that rat hippoampus plays an important rolefor avoidane of moving target. Interestingly temporal inativation did not inuene avoidane ofthe stable robot. This is in disagreement with Cognitive Map theory (O´Keefe and Nadel 1978,Morris et al. 1982) and also with Delarative Memory theory (Soville and Milner 1957). Our
140results pointed to engagement of hippoampus in exible dynami world. In this world positionof moving objet ontinuously hanges its loation and obviously hippoampus supports rapidrepresentation of atual plaes and also updates atual loations of a moving objet. We an alsoexlude the idea that TTX inativation of the hippoampus impaired sensitivity or esape reationto the footshok. Animals whih were trained to avoid stable robot were not after the temporalinativation of the dorsal hippoampus abolished in avoidane behavior.Histologial ontrol (see Fig.2.7.5) showed that infusion needles were situated in the orret plaesand orientation ink infusion test did not suggest possible spreading of the TTX to the neighboringareas. Hypothetial inuene of the TTX of the loomotion was also exluded beause the loo-motion of the S group of rats was not dereased. The present data also exluded the idea thathippoampus is not important for estimating distanes between the rat and the stable objets.There exist only a few studies disussing the role of the hippoampus for estimation distanes be-tween ues in spae (Long and Kesner 1996, 1997). Deit of avoidane ability in the M group ofrats indiate rather an inability to proess ompliated hanges of position of robot than distanes.The fat that avoidane of the stable visible ue is not hippoampus dependent is in aordanewith the Cognitive Map Theory (O´Keefe and Nadel 1978, Morris et al. 1982). This theory pre-supposes that navigation toward the visible ue is not hippoampus dependent. Novel ontributionfrom our study is that temporal inativation of the dorsal portion of the hippoampus abolishedrepresentation of moving but still visible objet. In general, hippoampus is brain struture withhigh omputational potential and we believe that its role is not learly for representation of lo-ations in a stable spae. This struture ould be also responsible for exible updating of atualhanged positions of unstable visible ue.2.12.2 Navigation towards the moving targetThe manusript written by Klement and Blahna showed basi ndings about the intereptionabilities of rats. Present study was already submitted to the Journal of Experimental Biology and
141reently the authors have revised the manusript.In this task rats were trained to ath a moving target. The target moved with a onstant speedalong the wall of a irular water pool. If an animal waited at the wall or swam along the walltoward the target then the target was lifted up to beome unavailable until it passed the animal.Thus the animals were fored to navigate aross the inner part of the pool. The target movedeither slower (slow sessions) or faster (fast sessions) than the maximum swimming speed of therats.A rat an reah a moving target by ontrolling speed and diretion of its movement. Therefore weanalyzed momentary speed and heading diretion of the rats during ses sions. In the slow sessionsthe rats initiated navigation by aelerating their swimming speed. The navigation lasted around3.3 s. The trajetories were either urved in the diretion of target movement (72%) or they werestraight (28%).If the rats swam along the urved trajetory then they headed toward the target (average value of
α during navigation was zero). This relative heading diretion slowly inreased during navigationwith the rate 4/s. The inrease ould be possibly aused by navigation direted toward the frontedge of the target. We propose that the urved trajetories an be explained by the pursuit strategyin whih a subjet moves toward the visible target.The straight trajetories are haraterized by approximately onstant time ourses of α, β and γ.They an be explained by dierent strategies - predition (β onstant), CTHA (onstant targetheading angle: α is onstant) or CATD (onstant absolute target diretion: γ is onstant). Allthese strategies result in the same shape of target approahing trajetory if the target moves witha onstant speed along a straight line (Fig. 2.4.1.A). In the present task the target trajetory wasirular however it was short and thus only little deviated from a straight line (e.g. Fig. 2.8.1., 1stolumn). It is not neessary to keep an absolute value of α or γ during navigation in order to reahthe target. A subjet might keep some value and if it hanges for any reasons then the subjetmight x the new value. In this ase the subjet nulls hanges in the ontrolling variable. Figure
1422.8.2 indiates that in both types of trajetories the rats null the hanges of angle α. Thus it ispossible that α was important for guiding the rats in both types of the trajetories and only theabsolute value around whih the hanges were nulled made the dierene between the urved andthe straight trajetories. This view favors the CTHA strategy over the others. However, Ghoseet al. (2006) showed that bats (Eptesius fusus) null hanges in γ when they are hunting anerratially moving inset. Due to this strategy a bat does not have to hange orientation of itshead with respet to the environment while eholoating its prey. Fajen and Warren (2007) showedthat target-approahing behavior of humans to a linearly moving target is best explained by thestrategy in whih subjets null hanges in γ. We annot rule out the CATD strategy, nevertheless,in the ontext of our experiment might be α more important than γ. The rats are in a irularenvironment with no orientation ues on the wall of the maze. The most salient and important ueis the experimenter walking around the maze. The other possible strategy - preditive strategyhas some limitations. As it has been mentioned, the animal must preisely estimate variablesupon whih the predition is made and the target should not hange its movement. We triedto make the target movement preditable, nevertheless, the strategies exploiting pereptuomotorfeedbak are more robust and thus preferable in the ase the navigation lasts longer than hundredsof milliseonds (Tresilian, 2005). The possible way how to distinguish among these strategies in thepresent experiment is to inrease target speed in order to make its trajetory more irular howeverthe inrease speed should remain lower than the maximum swimming speed of rats. The rats werealso trained to navigate toward the fast-moving target. In this ase it was not possible to reah thetarget by swimming toward it. Thus the rats learned to swim ahead of target movement in the fastsessions. It is not lear whether this training failitated the appearane of the straight trajetoriesin the slow sessions. In the fast sessions the rats usually needed several attempts to ath thetarget. We analyzed the suessful attempts only. The beginning of a suessful navigation wastaken as the moment of the earliest aeleration followed by target-direted movement duringwhih the subjet kept between 15° and 150° until the end. The suessful navigations lasted
143around 3.3 s. We lassied the navigational trajetories aording to their shapes as urved in thediretion of target movement (44%), straight (28%) and tortuous (28%). At the end most of thetrajetories were smooth and at least slightly urved in the diretion of target movement. Thedierene among the three types was in the rst half of the trajetories.Before the nal navigation, the rats swam to a plae where they started the navigation. Thepath toward the plae seemed to be unrelated to the target (Figs 2.8.4, 2.8.5). Nevertheless it ispossible that the rats reognized the plae as feasible for the navigation. The urved trajetorieswere similar to the urved trajetories reorded in the slow sessions. The rats ontinually updatedtheir heading diretion and the target-heading angle rose slowly during the navigation (2.8/s).Unlike in the slow sessions the average value of α during navigation was tens of degrees abovezero. The ontinuous and smooth update of heading diretion together with monotone speedinrease points to a lose-loop algorithm whih is omputational simple. It is possible that wasthe ontrolling variable in this algorithm.The tortuous trajetories were tortuous only during the rst half. During the seond half theybeame smooth. The moment of the swith from the tortuous path to the smooth one was visiblein the speed prole as an additional aeleration. During the tortuous part the rats updated theirheading diretion in suh a way that the predition error osillated around zero. The rats utu-ated around a straight line toward the plae of ontat. The speed prole ontained temporarydeelerations. Suh behavior points to a pereptuomotor lose-loop algorithm as it was in theurved trajetories however in this ase the rats likely did not produe a simple response to aneasily pereived ontrolling variable like α. It is possible that the rats repeatedly estimated (pre-dited) where they an meet the target and orreted their behavior aordingly. The time ourseof α an be approximated by a dereasing linear funtion around whih it utuated. Moreover inthe onseutive study we desribed the time delay ∆min= 200 ms, whih seems to be ritial forproessing hanges of angle α and orreting heading to a new value of this variable.The linear derease of αwas also present in the straight trajetories. In this ase the trajetories
144were smooth and the speed prole was inreasing. Suh behavior does not indiate any time-onsuming alulations during the navigation. It is possible that the rats dereased α with onstantspeed during navigation. A similar view has been used to explain the target-approahing behaviorin humans athing a ying ball in so alled OAC strategy in whih the subjets guide theirmovement to hange pereived angles with inreasing, dereasing or onstant rates (MLeod et al.,2006). Despite the theory ts experimental data, it is not lear whether humans or rats in our asean pereive the angular hanges with suient preision (MBeath et al. 1995). Other possibleexplanation of our data is predition taking plae before the onset of navigation or some kind ofstereotyped behavior in whih unsuessful navigation brings the subjet lose to the target andfrom this point the subjet starts its movement aross the pool to ath the target on the otherside of the pool. As the subjet gets lose to the target it starts to hange its heading diretion andeither athes the target or misses it (Fig.2.8.5). This behavior ensures that the rat always startsnavigation from similar positions with respet to the target. After missing the target the subjetan adjust its behavior by speed inrease or by swimming more ahead of the target movement.Originally, the rats were trained to start their navigation from a stik loated in the enter of thepool. If they missed the target then they had to return to the stik to make the target availableagain. This proedure helped the rats to navigate aross the inner part of the pool. Rarely theywaited at the wall or swam toward the target along the wall. Later we trained another group ofrats without the stik in the early phase of training. These rats were onfused when the target wassuddenly lifted up in front of a waiting subjet. Their navigational trajetories were very short inthe fast sessions (data not shown).In the onseutive study we trained a small group of rats (n=5) navigate toward a moving targetwith modied experimental protool. The protool was built up to enable tested: Potential im-portane of mutual positions between the rat and the moving target and dierene in navigationtoward the target moving along both irular or linear trajetory (Fig 2.4.2). Aim of this studywas also to test learning proess of intereption.
145Starting positions The reasons why we deided to design this experiment with mutual tightlyxed starting positions between the rat and the target (Cirular, Linear A-C) stem from results ofpilot experiment. As mentioned above, the rats always started their suessful (but also most ofthe unsuessful navigation trials - data were not presented) from similar positions loated withrespet to the moving target. Notable is that rats have hosen these plaes willfully. In our previousanalysis we also try to model previously above desribed navigation strategies of keeping onstanthange of angle α in the enlosed irular environment. Artiial trajetories and mainly theirstarting positions produed by this model were distributed only for restrited areas in the irulararea maze. When we tted our real data to this model, starting positions of navigation trials ttedwell into the model (Blahna and Klement 2008). In the onseutive study we wanted to test, ifdierent onguration of start plaes ould aet intereption behavior. If the starting positionplays some important role for navigation, it ould be expeted potential dierenes of navigationtrials for dierent ongurations. These dierenes ould be haraterized for example by dierentvalues of angle α or dierent ourse of predition error. Preliminary results did not demonstrateany dierenes in trials with dierent ongurations of starting positions. Angle α has inreasedin all versions of test and negative values of the predition error (Err) exluded predition strategyin some from the onguration. Of ourse we observed several trajetories whih had a straightourse what ould have an eet for preditive strategy (see Fig. 2.12.2) but in general, most ofthe trajetories seems to be related to proess of angle alpha.Curved vs Straight trajetories We deided to test the rats in both urved and straighttrajetories of the target. The reason why we deided to test the animals so was to obtain someresolution about navigation strategies. We hoped that we found the resolution if the rats use moreopen loop (preditive) or lose loop (keeping onstant value or onstant hange of angle α) strategy.We expeted more ourrene of the preditive strategy for the straight (and more preditable)trajetory of the target. Generally, most of their trajetories of rat navigation were rather urved
146than straight and ourse of parameter of predition of error was negative and ontinuously inreased(see Fig. 2.8.7 right olumn). All trajetories were similar in ourse of the angle α (Fig. 2.8.7leftolumn and2.8.8 B). Results from this pilot experiment pointed to general usage of lose strategyof regulating of the angle α for both shapes of trajetories of the target.Learning of the intereption We also wanted to explore if rats hange their behavior duringexperiene with the task. From above desribed experiments (e.g. in enemy avoidane task, orexperiments where rats interat with moving environment, for review see Klement et al. 2008,attahed in the thesis) is obvious that rats are able to learn various dynami tasks. In the pilotexperiment we analyzed behavior of the overtrained animals. In a onseutive study we studiedbehavior of naive animals whih were trained in a onseutive 8 days. In this study training proesswas more ontrolled. We found that animals with inreased experiene more antiipated the goal,whih was most obvious from the value of the angle α (Fig.2.8.7). This inrease of antiipationdoes not mean predition. The parameter of predition error does not hange during experienewith intereption and remained negative for whole training session (Fig.2.8.7).We also analyzed spei time delay (alled∆min) ritial for the reation of the rats to the hangesof angle α (Fig 2.332.8.9). This time delay was surprisingly the same for most of the navigationtrials. However this time delay did not hange during experiene of animals with intereption ofmoving target.2.12.3 Summary and future outlooksWe demonstrated that rats are able to interat with moving objet. This ability developed dur-ing the time in both the avoidane and approah behavior paradigm. We also presented thathippoampus is important for avoidane of moving objet.Presented intereption task is suitable for studying navigation of rats toward a moving target.To our knowledge this is the rst behavioral task developed for this purpose in rats. The rats
147are ommonly used to study neural mehanisms underlying various types of ognitive behavior.The task an also be used for studying neural iruits responsible for this behavior. It is notlear whether the hippoampus is neessary for any observed type of intereption navigation.Previous desribed enemy avoidane task showed that dorsal hippoampus play an important rolefor representation of loations of moving robot. Above-mentioned enemy avoidane behavior doesnot require a preise spatio-temporal interation between the rat and moving objet. Instead of it,rats avoided the robot are motivated ontinuously searh the moving objet and navigate towardsthe loation of the arena, where moving objet will not appear. We an only speulate if rats forboth types of behavior - avoidane of the objet or navigation toward the moving goal using thesame algorithms. Several authors assume that people in loomotion use the same algorithms ofnavigation when approah or avoid objet (for overview see Warren 1998). I suppose that rat anutilize the same algorithm of proess of angle alpha, as were desribed in navigation toward themoving target, during the esape phase when the moving objet is approahing. If the hippoampusplays some fundamental role in the navigation toward the moving target is still an open question.Already mentioned work of the authors Ho et al. (2008) did not found any diret neural orrelatefor representing navigation toward the moving target in this struture. The authors used verysimple pursuit behavioral model of navigation. This behavior did not require any omputationengagement. The present results suggest that hippoampus is ertainly involved in proess ofatual updating of the loation of the moving objet. Proess of angle alpha and reation of thehead lasted very short time period 200 ms, what pointed rather to an engagement of a lower brainstrutures than a ortex or hippoampus, but this is still unanswered question requiring futurestudy.In future we want to evaluate engagement of other brain strutures in the avoidane model (e.g.parietal ortex, striatum, and erebellum). It would be also interesting to evaluate esape behaviorof rats in avoidane model in more detail. We an also develop presented intereption task. Wewould like to study engagement of hippoampus in this task. On the other hand, inspired by work
148of Shuster et al. (2008), we want to study fast deision making proesses in navigation. Reently,we also nished analysis of rat navigation toward the moving target with an obstale. Preliminaryresults from this study pointed to rat ability to ontinue in the orret navigation toward the goal,although this moving goal disappeared for the while. All these pilot data should be importantfor the future studies foused on the dynami proesses in the brain, whih reet dynami worldaround as.
Part VI
Main ndings of the dissertation
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1501. We have revealed the ruial role of the inertial stimuli for spatial avoidane in thedynami world on the arousel arena.Presene of inertial stimuli is important for spatial learning. We showed that inertial stimuli areimportant for initial phase of avoidane aquisition. One memory had established, pereption ofinertial stimuli beame unimportant.2. We have developed two behavioral tests involving dynami world in whih ratsinterat with the moving objet.We have designed two behavioral tasks. First, enemy avoidane task enables automati study ofrats in dynamial environment with moving objet. The task has shown that rats immediatelyreat to moving objet by thigmotaxis, dereased loomotion and avoidane. With inreasedexperiene animal have eventually learnt to avoid the moving objet. Seond task tested rat'sability to navigate toward the moving target in a modied water maze. This task has allowed usto study mutual interations between the rat and the target into great detail.3. We have shown no involvement of the posterior parietal ortex in spatial avoidaneof an unmarked plae dened by loal or remote orienting ues on the arousel arena.Posterior parietal ortex is not important for proess of ative plae avoidane task based of eitherdistal or proximal ues in arousel task.4. We have revealed ritial role of hippoampus in the avoidane of a moving objet.Temporal inativation of the hippoampus aeted ability of rats to avoid the moving objet(mobile robot). Animals with temporal inativation of the hippoampus whih avoided stableobjet were not aeted. These results point to the ritial role of the hippoampus in ontinuousupdating of information about position of a moving objet in a dynami task but also show thathippoampus is not neessary for distane estimation (whih is required for stable robot avoidane).5. We have suggested behavioral strategy that rats an utilize during navigationtoward the moving target.An important variable for proessing of navigation towards a moving target is the angle between





Figure 2.12.1: Pilot study of the rat´s avoidane of a moving salient landmark. A: Sheme of theexperiment. B: Days 1-7; the rats were not able to avoid a salient landmark moving around thestable arena. Their performane did not hange, when the salient landmark was removed in day8. The performane improved when inner arena started to rotate and salient landmark remainedstable in day 10. Adapted from Blahna et al. (2007).
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